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NOTES and COMMENT
Death Over Europe-American Indians lncreasing-:-Aby~sinia Today-Eighty Years Ago-Ham and Eggs tn Caltfornia-Will the U.S.S.R. Endure?

to Versailles. Hitler was born in Austria, but his ideology has its roots in
AS THIS is written, affairs in Eu- the tragic mistakes of the peace of
rope are boiling madly and ~e Versailles. A study of the map of
resulting brew is still a matter of ':ild Europe in 1914 and in 1920 will
surmise. If events make these Imes demonstrate this. Artificial bounduseless and dated, the editor has aries and forced coalitions made a
promised to wire the printer an ord ~r natural breeding ground for tension
to "kill." Despite the fact that, m and hate. That peace was immoral
common with uncounted thousand s, and, like all immoralities, has brought
we have bent a puzzled ear to the only disaster. England and France
short-wave broadcasts from the capi- must bear the burden of ultimate
tals of Europe, read every scrap of guilt.
available comment, and discussed the
2. The present situation in Czechoevents of the past month wi th sea- slovakia, particularly the cumulative
soned observers, we have seldom unrest among the Sudetens which
written more tentatively. Dark and ended finally in open defiance, is a
unpredictable forces are at work to result of the new Trojan horse techremake Europe. At the present mo- nique of aggression. Hitler has been
ment perhaps the best course is to waging an undeclared war on Czechosummarize the situation in a few slovakia for five years. This new
statements and questions.
technique of "boring from within,"
1. The current difficulties over the is made more deadly by the speed of
3,500,000 Sudeten Germans date back transportation (Henlein could flit

Death Over Europe
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back and forth between Czechoslovakia and Berlin or Berchtesgaden) and the all-pervading voice of
radio.
3. Hitler's demand for the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia is the
next logical step in the Third Reich's
"Orang nach Osten." According to
the philosophy of "Mein Kampf"
the barriers to the East must fall. In
Czechoslovakia itself are the vastly
important Skoda munitions works
and beyond them, not too far away,
are the wheat fields and mines of the
Ukraine. The alleged "sufferings" of
the Sudeten Germans are only a mask
behind which Hitler gambles for
power and resources.
4. The political morality of the
action of the French and British
cabinets in deserting Czechoslovakia
reeks to high heaven. That they were
paying for the immorality of Versailles makes no difference. Two
wrongs do not make a right. Never
has the folly of "collective security"
been more clearly demonstrated. In
the modern world the plighted word
of a government and the whole system of treaties intended to hold the
tottering structure of Europe, mean
nothing at all.
5. Powerful influences in the socalled democratic countries are ready
to give Fa cism a free hand in Europe. ( hen the e lines reach our
readers they will know if these influences ha e succeeded in stemming
the ri ing tide of public opinion that
no more concessions should be made
to the aggressors.)

6. War has not been averted. It has
only been postponed. At this writing,
F ranee has retreated into the position
of a second-rate power and England
has withdrawn from any dominating
position in Continental affairs. Hitler
is the most powerful figure in Europe.
Now the questions:
1. Is the willingness of France
and England to make concessions
merely a Machiavellian move to
tempt Germany to expand to the East
until it strikes Russia and the inevitable death struggle begins?
2. Even with the Sudeten territory,
has Germany sufficient resources to
wage a prolonged war ?
3. Will Hitler be satisfied with the
concessions England and France have
made? If not, what next ? Will there
be peace?
4. If agreement is reached concerning new boundaries for dismembered
Czechoslovakia and they are guaranteed by England, France, and Germany, how much will that "guarantee" be worth?
5. Will Czechoslovakia line up
with the Munich four-plus the Poles
and Hungarians and thus throw Russia out of European power entirely?
6. In the event of another European war, what of the United States?
Will we succumb, as we did in 1917,
to the passions and terrors of dying
Europe?
(EDITOR'S
OTE: As this goes to
press the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia continues and the idea of
"self-determination" of minorities is
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spreading prairie-fire wise over Europe. The questions raised above are,
however, not yet answered and we
leave them with our readers to ponder.)

American Indians Increasing

T HE North American Indian sel-

3

ing himself as a reminder of the
perfidy and double-dealing of which
he was often the victim. His continuance as a factor in American life
and his growth in numbers constitute
a social obligation which the white
Americans cannot evade. As we write
this we are made uneasy by the doubt
as to whether the Church is fully
meeting its task of evangelizing
America's original racial group.

dom makes the newspaper headlines any more. The tendency to revolt against those that drove him
out of the hunting grounds of his
fathers has been quite thoroughly Abyssinia Today
suppressed, and today he lives in RECENT reports in the press instolid resignation to his fate on some
dicate that the war between
governmental reservation or ekes out Italy and Abyssinia is still going on,
his precarious living, usually at some even though the fall of Addis Ababa,
manual labor in some western com- in the spring of 1936, seemed to
munity. Sometimes the romantic days mark the end of the conflict.
of his ancestors are revived on the Italy's Army of Occupation, mainmovie screen, but all in all he has tained at a tremendous cost, includes
become a drab and colorless figure, 200,000 men, 300 planes, and 10,000
a mute reminder of the dark pages motor lorries. In two-thirds of the
of history written by the white Amer- country guerrilla warfare is constantican settlers. The general impression ly in progress. The Galla, the Amis that his race is gradually dying out. hara, the Copts, and the Moslems all
But now comes Commissioner John bitterly oppose their conquerors. One
Collier with the statement that the man alone, Balambaras Ababa Arapresent Indian population in the gai, a hero among the Amhara warUnited States is 337,366, as compared riors, controls an area of 3000 square
with 266,000 at the turn of the cen- miles and commands an army that
tury and 846,000 when the white numbers 10,000 at times. Those
man first came to this country. The natives who were at first indifferent
Ir.dian birth rate is 22.3 per cent per have been aroused to active rebellion
1000-one of the highest rates found by Italian terrorism, and the wholein any population group in this coun- sale execution of native leaders has
try. The death rate is 13.7 per cent.
merely confirmed those who escaped
So the American Indian is not dis- in the conviction that resistance is
appearing from the scene and remov- their only hope.
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Eighty Years Ago

J N THE course of the eightieth

~~-

its employees. Imagine what reception a modern labor union would give
to the suggestion that workmen "attend Sunday School regularly" or to
the concession of one evening a week
for courting and a special reward of
an extra evening for going to prayer
meeting. Times indeed have changed.
For better or for worse?

niversary of the Carson Pme
Scott and Company Store of Chicago,
the rules of their first store were
brought to light. Here they are:
"Store must be opened from 6:00
A.M. to 9:00 P.M. the year around.
Store must be swept; counters, base
shelves, and showcases dusted. Lamps
trimmed,
filled
and
chimneys
cleaned; pens made; doors and windows opened; a pail of water, also a
bucket of coal brought in before Ham and Eggs in California
breakfast ( if there is time to do so)
AS THIS issue of THE CRESSET
and attend to customers who call.
goes to press California voters
Store must not be opened on the are making ready to go to the polls
Sabbath unless necessary, and then to vote on the most far-reaching penonly for a few minutes.
sion plan ever presented to any
"The employee who is in the habit considerable section of the American
of smoking Spanish cigars, being electorate. The "California State Reshaved at the barber's, going to tirement Life Payments Act," adverdances, and other places of amuse- tised in folders featuring an appetizment will surely give his employer ing order of ham and eggs, is to proreason to be suspicious of his in- vide thirty dollars a week for all cititegrity and honesty. Each employee zens of the state who are past fifty
must not pay less than five dollars per and who are not gainfully employed.
year to the church and must attend The weekly payments are to be made
Sunday School regularly.
in non-interest-bearing state war"Men employees are given one eve- rants, redeemable in cash one year
ning a week for courting and two if from the date of issue. The cash for
they go to prayer meeting."
redeeming the warrants is to be
In these days of agitation for a raised by the sale of redemption
forty-hour weekly labor period and a stamps by the state, one of which,
five-day week such restrictions have amounting to two per cent of the face
a strange sound. We can imagine value of the warrant, must be affixed
ith what i:esentment the modem to the warrant every Thursday. At
workman would regard the standards the end of fifty-two weeks a dollar
according to hich the Chicago store warrant will carry a dollar and four
rated the "integrity and honesty" of cents' worth of stamps, an amount

l
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sufficient to retire the warrants and
pay the expenses of the plan. It has
been estimated that approximately
1,200,000,000 worth of warrants will
circulate in California. In order to
minimize the differences between
these warrants and United States currency, the former will be exempt
from the state income tax and the
three per cent sales tax.
Advocates of the plan claim that it
will provide tremendous additional
purchasing power, induce older people to retire and make room for
youth, and finally create an "economy
of abundance." The stamps will be an
effective bar against hoarding. Essentially, they are a form of "shrinking
money" similar to that used in certain
German states during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, when the princes
and bishops simply called in all outstanding coins two or three times a
year, collected their percentage, and
exchanged them for new ones.
We are not competent to evaluate
the economic practicability of the
plan. Money is the central mystery of
our economic chaos. How would the
two per cent tax affect business ? The
new incomes would quadruple the
amount of money in circulation in
California at the present time. Can
this be done without incurring all the
disastrous results of uncontrolled inflation?
The heart of the matter, however,
lies elsewhere. It is estimated that the
plan will affect 1,000,000 people. If
a million citizens of the sovereign
State of California are to live in

5

leisure, someone has to pay the bill.
Can the unpensioned working members of the community carry the load
without economic breakdown? The
answer must come from economists,
and we imagine even they will disagree. Meanwhile, we shall watch this
new approach to an "economy of
abundance'' with profound interest.
California, rich in natural resources,
can perhaps afford to experiment better than any other state in the Union.

Will the U .S.S.R. Endure?
RECENTLY we had the unique
experience of spending an entire evening and a goodly portion of
the new-born morning in the company of a number of carefully picked
emissaries of Comrade Stalin's
U.S.S.R. They were mining engineers, and it was their assignment to
become as thoroughly acquainted as
possible with what was going on in
the United States in their particular
field. Their conversation dripped
ardent patriotism ; but, at the very
outset and without provocation of any
kind, they placed themselves on the
defensive. This, we concluded, was
not good strategy.
"All sorts of canards," they said
through their cultured interpreter,
"have been circulated in your country about Russia. Needless to say,
they are lies out of the whole cloth.
What do you think about George
Bernard Shaw? Have you read his
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glowing praise of the accomplishments of our people?" When we replied-somewhat impolitely, we confess-that, in our opinion, the bewhiskered and strutting smart Aleck
from Ireland, who, a short time before, had placed his person and his
clowning on exhibition in the land
of the Soviets, had been aptly characterized by Henry L. Mencken as a
cross between a streptococcus and a
technocrat, the wisecracking jackanapes, Mr. Shaw, promptly vanished
from the conversation.
It was probably a mistake to entertain the protagonists of Stalin's method of government with a recording
of some of Feodor Chaliapin's masterful renditions of portions of the
liturgical music of the Greek Orthodox Church; but, frankly, we did so
because the great basso sang in Russian. It was interesting to observe the
reaction. Faint smiles-smiles that
were weighted down with ridiculeplayed upon the lips of the men as
they glanced furtively at one another
while listening to the music. Not a
word was said about the import of
the words so majestically intoned by
the artist; but it was evident that, to
the thinking of the painstakingly selected emissaries, Chaliapin was singing of things which should be far
beneath the notice of those who
represented a nation which had determined to liquidate religion. We
had intended to play a disc containing songs rendered with impassioned
fervor by a choir of White Russians;
but we bethought ourselves in time

and had no stomach to stretch things
to the breaking point.
We learned much about Russia in
the course of our conversation with
the highly trained specialists. We saw
that the country is trying, as best it
can and according to its lights, to
achieve undisputed eminence in the
domains of industry and mechanical
progress. We discovered, for example, that books and articles dealing
with new processes and new achievements are gathered from all parts of
the world, translated into Russian,
and placed on file for the use of those
whose duty it is to try with might and
main and in the shadow of the secret
police to crown the colossal and newfangled experiment with ultimate success. And we heard that if Russia
and Japan ever come to grips in a big
way, the Kremlin will be capable of
delivering a knockout blow at the
very outset. But we could not refrain
from wondering whether a government which attempts to constrain art
and artists to depict and to glorify
such ventures as the Five Year Plan,
which bends over backwards to snuff
out religion, and which tyrannically
overlooks the fact that there is such
a thing as human nature in this world
of ours, can long endure. Russia has
many polished and skillfully coached
champions ; but is it not an axiomatic
truth, if there ever was one, that a
nation which resorts to doings such
as are so vividly described in Eugene
Lyons' Assignment in Utopia must,
of necessity, be a house divided
against itself ?

I
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Twilight of Trade
WHATEVER the outcome of
the current Japanese invasion
of China, one fact is obvious: the
twilight of Western profit in the
Orient has set in. Gone are those
days when American or British corporations made overnight fortunes
trading their kerosene, tobacco, and
automobiles for the Orient's silver.
Gone also are the days when America
and England could control Oriental
ports for the benefit of white traders.
The Japanese have learned the Western technique in military, diplomatic,
and economic affairs. The Chinese are
quickly learning. Imperialism will
soon be just a term for high school
students to learn and as quickly for~et. What the fate of the myriad missionary enterprises will be remains
problematical. Most Western churches
h~ve adopted the wise policy of gathering and educating a native ministry._ If the West has brought only suff ermg to the Orient through its trade
practices, it has, on the other hand
conferred on the East, the light of th;
gospel and such institutions of Christian charity as hospitals and orphanages.

Reviving the Sherman Act

I T IS becoming more and more ap-

parent that the monopoly investigation will be instrumental in redefining the various economic, social, and
political relationships in the United
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States. A Congressional committee, a
Presidential commission, and the Department of Justice are concerned with
the problem of monopolies in American life. It is ironical that more than
a generation ago Senator Sherman
pushed through his anti-monopoly
act. Since that time lip-service has
been paid to the act. Actually very
little has been done either to constrain monopolies or to dismember
them into portions. The American public has come to accept
these "economic toll bridges" as an
inevitable part of our business civilization. As a matter of fact however
the average American has ;lways had
a deep-grained distrust, almost a
hatred, of monopolies. There enters
into the question the amazing paradox that "we have been enthusiastically in favor of anti-monopoly
policy in general and against it in
particular." Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney General, has done
more than anyone else to show up
these inconsistencies.
The evil of monopolistic control
lies primarily in the fact that corporations have developed inflexible
price structures. The average corporation maintains a high price level regardless of consumer purchasing
power and consumer demand. When
demand drops off, we have the beginning of a depression. Corporations do not lower their prices but
lay off employees. The unemployed
cannot, naturally, buy the products
of the corporation. The government
must supply the unemployed with

8
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money so that they may, in turn, buy
the products of the corporation. It is
a vicious circle. Whether the monopoly investigation will solve the impasse remains to be seen. Thurman
Arnold, who is participating in the
investigation and has already outlined
its objectives, says that we must link
productive capacity and price policy.
"We only desire to condemn combinations going beyond efficient mass
production which have become instruments arbitrarily affixing inflexible
prices or exercising coercive powers."
Both the Congressional committee
and the Temporary National Economic Committee set up by President Roosevelt have an infinitely
complex problem before them. Solution of the puzzle would perhaps establish some sort of capitalist utopia
where competition reigns freely but
where the principle of fairness is observed. To expect that would be wishthinking. It is doubtful whether the
capitalist system can again be made to
function in unhampered manner as in
the days of Queen Victoria and still
guarantee pro.fits and contentment to
the majority.

bushels. In a year, despite any number of "Eat More Wheat'' campaigns, we consume about 650,000,000 bushels. Simple arithmetic
shows that we are going to have
317,000,000 more bushels on hand
than last year. The price of a bushel
has dropped to half a dollar. Frantic
efforts to peg the price will bring little
comfort to the farmer who must meet
a high cost of production. Export of
our surplus wheat will not raise the
price. Russia and Germany have harvested bumper wheat crops. At the
most we might be able to sell
50,000,000 bushels. Secretary Wallace has been advocating the evernormal granary idea for a long time,
but there has been little whole-hearted
response. Acreage has been reduced
tremendously. The present crop is
being harvested from a sown area of
80,000,000 acres. In 1939 the AAA,
armed with new powers, hopes to
bring this acreage down to 55,000,000
acres. In all this confusion there
stands out the inescapable fact that
the price of flour and bread has not
dropped proportionately. There must
be millions of Americans who cannot
afford to buy flour or bread sufficient
for their dietary needs.

Too Much Wheat

Q NE of the most cruel paradoxes

of our modern economic system is the 1938 wheat crop situation. According to estimates American farmers this year have harvested
about 967,000,000 bushels of wheat.
Left from last year are 200,000,000

Quebec's "Padlock Law"
THERE is growing resentment
among Canadians o er Quebec's
so-called "padlock law," which permits the authorities to raid the office

I
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or headquarters of any organization
not holding their views. It is reported
that not long ago a Jewish "Cultural
Circle'' in Montreal had its library
of nearly a thousand volumes gutted
by the police, eight hundred of its
books being confiscated on the ground
that they looked suspicious. It turned
out that these books were written in
Yiddish and Hebrew, which, of
course, none of the raiding officers
could read, and so they thought it
best to place the formidable looking volumes under lock and key.
Thoughtful observers in Canada
claim that the present "padlock law"
opens the door to religious oppression
and that there are already on record
many cases of the restriction of religious liberty. The Social Service
Council of Canada has characterized
the "padlock law" as "contrary to the
fundamental rights of a British citizen, contrary to public policy in Canada, and menacing to the educational
rights of religious minorities."

Books and Education
WHEN Robert Maynard Hutchins was appointed president of
University of Chicago there were
many in the educational world who
viewed with serious misgivings the
elevation of this young man to so responsible a position. The "boy president" was regarded as an eccentric and
unpredictable experimenter. But the
thirty-nine year old university execu-
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tive seems to know his way about in
the educational field and seems to have
some very sane ideas as to what objectives education should have. He
believes that college courses should
not be pointed to the development
of a technique for making money but
that their chief objective should be
the enrichment of life, the develop•
ment of reserves, and the accumulation of riches that cannot be taken
away. He believes in the reading of
good books, and in his own course
at the university his students read and
discuss fifty-seven classics, ancient and
modern, from the Bible and Homer
to Freud.
In a recent feature article appearing in the Ladies' Home Journal,
President Hutchins makes a statement
which constitutes a severe indictment
of the educational ideals of our
American colleges. He is quoted as
saying that there are only a few colleges in the country where six great
books, aside from Shakespeare, are
read in their entirety by every student.
If that is true, it explains in some
measure the mental superficiality of so
many who "went through" college
and whose thinking is faulty because
they have not "wrestled with'' the
great masters of thought of the ages.
It is hoped that modern college
educators will agree with President
Hutchins' contention that the books
that have stood the test of time, the
immortal classics, still have their
place in pre ent-day education and
that nothing can take their place and
outmode them. These books are avail-

10
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able to all and can, of course, be used
- for the enrichment of minds that have
not enjoyed the advantages of a college education. Incidentally, we are
indebted to Dr. Hutchins for deemphasizing the purely materialistic
trend which modern education seems
to have taken.

Jitterbugs and Alligators
THE "jitterbug'' demonstration
staged in Soldiers' Field, Chicago, last summer, when tens of thousands of young people jammed that
stadium, was eloquent testimony to the
spread of the latest "youth movement" in our country. Even the foreign newspapers have commented on
it. One of these asked cryptically,
"Are you a 'jitterbug' or an 'alligator,' or have you 'tin ears'?" and thus
directed attention to the strange new
vocabulary that has developed overnight around American swing music.
For the benefit of the uninitiated, we
may explain that a "jitterbug" is a
person keen on swing, an "alligator"
a non-professional swing enthusiast,
and anyone who does not appreciate
swing has "tin ears." We confess that
we belong to the "tin ears."
But there is much more to this than
we may think. In fact, by the time
this appears in print, there may be
additional terms, so that we do not
vouch for the completeness of the
following list, culled from an English newspaper:
The swing musicians called "cats"

play on "agony pipes" (clarinets) ,
"dog-houses" (bass .fiddles), "iron
harps"
(vibraphones),
"trams"
(trombones) , "horns" (trumpets) ,
"skins" (drums), and "woodpiles"
(xylophones). Accompanying them
is a "canary" (girl crooner) .
Sometimes they play "boogiewoogie" ( on the heavy bass instruments), sometimes "gutbucket" (unrefined) . Sometimes they play
"schmaltz" or "salon" ( ordinary
jazz), but more often they blaze away
at a real "clambake" ( free-style swing
playing). This playing gets more
complex as it gets hotter. It may start
"barrelhouse" ( free improvisation) ,
merging into "whackey" ( uncontrolled swing).
Many swing players are "killerdillers" (first-rate players). Some are
"mugglers" (marijuana addicts), but
very few are "long-hairs" (people
who like classical music) .
The Manchester Guardian adds,
"And so the tongue that Shakespeare
spake receives yet another and considerable transatlantic kick in the
pants."

Shenanigans in Los Angeles
NEWSPAPER reports on the
American Legion convention at
Los Angeles tell of remarkable goings-on. One reports begins with the
words, "It's the American Legion
convention, boys, and anything goes
. . . anything . . . " Samples are
given: A street car is brought to a

I
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halt, and the stream from a fire
hydrant is directed on the passengers;
two New York delegates raid a
cabaret and pass out the money;
nearly-naked women are paraded
down the street; "pranksters" squirt
water on women's dresses with waterguns or slip rubber snakes down their
backs; "they drink their whiskey
from quart bottles as they stroll down
the street," etc. So the Legion convention evidently ran true to the type
of national gatherings of lodges and
the like. When a city brings such a
visitation on itself, decent women do
best to leave town or to remain indoors, and the moral damage done
by the morons among the delegates is
usually felt in such a city for a long
time after the convention is over. No
wonder that the St. Louis police, accustomed to heathenish conclaves,
commented on the fact that during
the Lutheran Convention in June they
had not a single infraction of law by
a delegate to deal with. But they
might have expected that, for that
convention also merely ran true to
its type.

What t>f the I.Q.?

IT IS safe to

say that thousands
upon thousands of intelligence
tests have been given and taken in the
schools of our country during the past
few weeks. There are many who set
great store by the recently. evolved
methods of measuring the aptitudes
and the capacity of the human mind;
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but it cannot be denied that there are
scme who hearken wisely to a still,
small voice which whispers into their
ears that it may be inadvisable to put
too much implicit trust in the eloquently espoused I.Q. It is both interesting and comforting to know
that forward-looking psychologists do
not bend the knee abjectly and with
an air of cocksureness to the "findings" of the numerous types of tests
that have been devised for the purpose of gauging the ability of so
complex an affair as the human mind.
They prefer to admit frankly, without hesitation, and with genuine
scientific caution, that there are still
many uncharted areas in the vast domain which they are so diligently exploring. They know that formidable
problems remain to be solved.
We recall that, some fifteen years
ago, the noted psychologist, Prof.
Lewis M. Terman, and the famous
journalist, Walter Lippmann, used a
good deal of space in The New Republic for the purpose of indulging
in a heated debate on the measurement of man's intelligence. Prof.
Terman defended the test-method
with confidence and with what many
looked upon as an imposing array of
unimpeachable scholarship; but Mr.
Lippmann soaked the ribbon of his
typewriter in scorn and held forth
in the following withering words: "I
hate the impudence of a claim that
in fifty minutes you can judge and
classify a human being's predestined
.fitness in life. I hate the pretentiousness of that claim, I hate the abuse
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of scientific method which it involves. A Witches' Cauldron
hate the sense of superiority which
p~EP o~er t~e rim into the seethit creates and the sense of inferiority
ing witches cauldron which is
which it imposes."
called Europe. Fill your nostrils with
It is · well to remember that the
a generous whiff of the strange conTermans and the Lippmanns among
coction which the statesmen, the solus are still at loggerheads. Goethe
diers, and the politicians of countries
once said: "Let each one ask himself
great and small are brewing for their
for what he is best fitted, and let him
fellowmen and, lest we forget, for
~ulti:ate this most ardently and wisely
themselves. Barrels of broken pledges
m himself and for himself; let him
are being seasoned with gallons of
consi~er hims~lf successively as apnew promises. Frontiers are being reprentice, as Journeyman, as older
ali$ned, commitments are being rejourneyman, and finally, but with
ad1usted, and spheres of influence are
the greatest circumspection, as masbeing shifted. Greed, lust for power,
ter." Staunch adherents of the testselfishness, persecution, and terror are
system, as it is in use today, would,
riding roughshod over more than
we suppose, have us believe that we
one nation. Concentration camps
can heed the great German's advice
and ~easelessly grinding propagandabest by reposing childlike faith in
machmes are doing a thriving busiwhat they call the absolute matheness. And, to cap the climax, coun~atical precision of the I.Q. Dyedtries which owe their very existence
rn-the-wool opponents claim that to
today to the billions of dollars loaned
attempt to arrive at accurate measurethem by the United States during the
ments of intellectual capacity is like
last great war, are trying by hook and
trying to plumb the depths of the
by crook to induce us to stick our
ocean with a pudding-string, and that
.fingers
and o~~ tongu~s into the slimy
a rule-of-thumb procedure of this kind
mess now bo1lmg so vigorously in the
cannot assist us in carrying out what
European kettle. Both the subtle
Goethe thought we ought to do.
propaganda emanating from Britain
. At all e:7ents,. the important question has given nse to bitterly hostile and the bold invitations printed in
schools_ of. thinking. Intelligent per- the press of France should be exsons will give careful consideration to amined in the light of what we
the various trends-unless-unless learned when we presented the
they become so terribly bewildered by I.O.U.'s these nations had given us.
the welter of arguments for and Neither the full-mouthed strutting of
against that they begin to wonder rough and ready Adolf Hitler's
Hooked Cross nor the sensational airhow, in the name of common sense
they can be sure that they are intel: plane-rides of a thoroughly cowed but
ligent.
coldly calculating Neville Chamber-

!
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lain should cause us to lose our sense
of equilibrium. Our people have no
desire to become involved in the
bickering, the haggling, the recriminations, the looting, and the bloodshed now going on so lustily on the
other side of the Atlantic. Is it not
our bounden duty to cast ourselves
down upon our knees before the
awful throne of the Lord of all nations and to pray fervently that those
who are entrusted with the guidance
of the affairs of the United States be
filled with an abundant measure of
wisdom?

be ardent, whole-souled adherence
and action. This is no less true in the
religious field than elsewhere. Many
know all about the Christian faith and
accept it with the intellect, but it
leaves them cold and barely touches
their lives, for not mere knowledge
and belief unite a man to God and
quicken the pulses of the new life,
but only a knowledge and an acceptance that have turned into full faith
by laying hold on the emotions and
kindling love of God and trust in
Him.

Truth on Ice-and on Fire·

Another Soviet Census

THIS is a time when quick decisions are being made and rapid
changes in our political and economic
life are being agitated. Prof. Walter
B. Pitkin of Columbia University
calls attention to the fact that in such
a time it is not enough that a cause
be worthy and that its adherents present and promote it through sound
reasoning. They must, above all, capture the imagination and, through it,
the emotions of the people. Radicals
of all sorts µnderstand and apply this
technique, and it is high time that the
conservative elements learn it. There
is great need of "rabble rousers of the
right." The myth that Americans as
a people are highly intelligent is very
well in its place, but one must keep
in mind that it is a myth. And even
where there is intelligence, the emotions must be enlisted if there is to

THE last Russian census was taken
in 1937, but its results have never
been published. The Statistical Bureau
has now received orders from the government to carry out a new census in
January, 1939. It is evident that the
authorities were not satisfied with the
results of 1937. Just why is not
known. The official explanation is that
wreckers and enemies of the people,
connected with the Statistical Bureau,
had deliberately rendered the figures
useless and unreliable. A ruthless
purge has since removed virtually the
entire personnel of that department.
It has been surmised that the real
reasons were purposely withheld. One
theory has it that the total population, as shown in the 1937 census,
fell far short of the figure commonly
used-170,000,000. The other theory
is that the census questionnaire in-
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.eluded a question which embarrassed
the authorities by its results. There
was a surprisingly large number of
people who professed religious
convictions. This theory has been
strengthened by two facts: first, that
the anti-religious campaign was renewed with increasing vigor at about
the time the figures of the census
would be tabulated, in spite of the
"guarantees" of the new Soviet Constitution; secondly, that for the census of 1939 the question concerning religious convictions has been
omitted.
It surely must be encouraging to
every Christian to know that, after
nearly two decades of anti-Christian
propaganda and systematic effort to
make Russia godless, there are still
those in the land "who have not
bowed their knees to Baal." Especially noteworthy is the evidence that
many young people, especially in the
villages, have not yet been won over
to an anti-religious position.

Monetary Morality

JN

CHICAGO, as this is written,
State's Attorney Courtney is sending out ax squads to demolish gambling joints. May edge be lent to their
axes! In New York, District Attorney
Dewey is hot on the trail of civic and

political corruption. May his feet not
grow weary in the chase! But how
will it be when these efforts have
borne what fruit they can? Will conditions then be permitted to return
little by little to what they were? So
it has been in the past. When "the
heat is on" crooks of all kinds lie low
during the storm and comfort themselves with the reflection that before
long the heat will be off again and
they be free to go back to their former
fields of iniquity. Our public morality
is a kind of spasmodically explosive
affair, ineffective and inert between
explosions. We have great housecleanings from time to time and then it is
a joy to see the dirt fly, but we don't
keep on sweeping day after day. We
chase out the flies when they become
too much of a nuisance, but we do
not darn the holes in the screens. Yet
it would seem that the character of a
community, no less than that of a
person or an institution, is determined, not by exceptional man if estations, but by its normal state. What
can be the matter with our public
morality? It has been suggested that
it all comes back to the "good people"
of the community, who lose patience
from time to time and create a great
stir and then congratulate themselves on what they have dcne and
pay no further attention to public
affairs.

I
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The
PILGRIM

· By 0 . P.

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side''
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Unhappy World

BY

THIS time the number of
words spoken and written on
the European crisis must be beyond
counting. . . . It would seem utterly
superfluous for us to add a few hundred verbs and nouns, haphazardly
arranged, to the flood. . . . And yet
-what else can we do? . . . In a
moment we have seen the world as it
is. . . . A world in which terror is
triumphant, the pledges and promises
of men are lies, and armed O?ight is
greater than unarmed peace. . . .
Dark days. . . . A world in which
there is no faith and men must live

And this is the reality which men
seek to hide behind abstraction . . . .
"Germany
eeds Room"-"Britain
Must Remain Firm"-"Czechoslo15
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in continual and corroding fear. . . .
Never mind the news despatches
carrying the names of Chamberlain,
Daladier, Hitler, Mussolini, Benes .
. . . They are merely the false fronts
for the terrible reality of the nameless
ones who appear in the headlines only
as total numbers. . . . "5,000,000
Men under Arms in Europe." . . .
One of them, a German clerk, said
good-bye to his wife this morning ....
As he rides to his post, he remembers
her hysterical tears, the terror-stricken
face of little Fritz peering from behind her apron, and the speeches of
dictators and diplomats are like myrrh
upon his heart. .. . Another of these
5,000,000, a clerk in a department
store in Prague, said farewell to his
mother yesterday morning. . . . She
is old. . . . As he goes to his appointed place he hears her breaking
voice whispering something about a
reunion in heaven. . . . A third is
traveling from London to Portsmouth. . . . He still sees the white
face of his wife and the puzzled crying of his children. . . . Multiply
these men by several million. . . .
Add the tears until they become an
ocean of woe . ... Multiply the heartache until the world is covered with
pain. . . . These are they who must
bear the last end of the red harvest as
they walk the converging roads of
Europe to their countless Calvaries.
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vakia Cannot Yield"-"France Mobilizes." . . . Weasel words. . . .
They mean nothing in the face of
those who are now marching down
the flaming paths of pain to destruction. . . . This is the only way a
Christian can view the whole mad
business . . . . It must be broken up
and down until it is seen in terms of
Hans and Jan and James . . . . Is it
justifiable then ? . . . I know there is
a time to fight-in defense of faith
or country. . . . Is either of these at
stake in Europe today? . . . Can the
trumpeted need for goods or territory
justify the years of misery and anguish ? . . . The answer comes from
heaven and from the darkness of a
garden: "All they that take the sword
shall perish with the sword." . . .
That is the voice of eternity speaking
in time, and eternity is just as much
interested in Hans and Jan and James
as in Hitler, Chamberlain, and Mussolini . . . .
There is the end of the matter....
The heart of Christianity is the atonement on Calvary. . . . The Son of
God died for Hans and Jan and
James . . . . Individually-not collectively-they were important enough
to bring God down from heaven to
die on a Cross. . . . An inevitable
corollary of the atonement is a tremendous respect for the worth and
dignity of the individual human soul.
... If Hans and Jan and James are
so important that God remembered
them in eternity and for eternity, we
must remember them in time. . . .
They are not pawns on the chess-

boards of madness. . . . They are not
units in an army. . . . If they are
Christians they are sons of God ; if
they are not, they are still men for
whom Christ died. . . . Their importance is absolute and ultimate ....
War is their war, and death is their
death. . . .
Have I been preaching? . . . I
am sorry. . . . Preaching is the only
thing which can bring men back to
sanity, but it is not my task here....
The hour is late, both in my room
and in the world .... The lamps are
going out, and perhaps the last terror
comes. . . . Only two things we can
ask of God: "Remember Hans and
Jan and James in mercy" and "Remember us with pity who have made
this bitter world." . . .

Yip from the Doghouse

THE

columns of THE CRESSET
have repeatedly carried encouraging bulletins from the deathbed of
the heresy in visible Christendom
known as Modernism. . . . Made in
Germany and adapted in America,
the essence of the modernistic approach to Christianity was its denial
of the supernatural and the reduction
of religion to the secondary, though
important, level of the relation of
men to one another. . . . Since its
only strength flowed from negations
so welcome to a restless generation, it
was doomed to die. . . . Being untruth, heresy always bears the seeds
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of its own destruction. . . . The mills
of God never miss the smallest grain
of it. ... At Oxford and Edinburgh,
in the summer of 1937, what was left
of Modernism after the World War
and the universal depression was laid
out and prepared, none too gently,
for the dark valley of forgotten
heresies. . . . All that remained to be
done was to tell it in the pulpits of
Gath, Dan, and Beersheba. . . .
And that, we had forgotten, always takes time. . .. At this late hour
in the wake we had not expected a
professor of religion to use the voice
and language of the corpse. . . . We
were too optimistic. . . . Here comes
Professor Bernard Eugene Meland,
head of the department of religion at
Pomona College in California, with
a little volume entitled, "Write Your
Own Ten Commandments." . . . Dr.
Meland believes that modern man
must create his own design for living
and proceeds to offer a pattern. . . .
The same ten commandments will not
cover all cases, and each of us must
make his own .... Dr. Meland's are
as follows:
1. Keep a Growing Edge
2. Cultivate an Inquiring Spirit
3. Participate fully in Life
4. Retain the Play Spirit
S. Work with a Heart
6. See Facts Clearly
7. Cultivate Mutuality
8. Develop a Healthy Sex Love
9. Develop Capacity fo r Loyalty
10. Commit Yourself to . the Supreme Reality
Well, there they are-the modern
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substitutes for Sinai. . . . Within the
memory of living man there have
been few things more pitiful. . . . A
touch of the old Greeks, a tinge of
Christianity, a dose of Dale Carnegie,
a dash of John Dewey-and this is
supposed to be a design for living in
a world which cries for God and ultimate values and eternal realities. . . .
Retain the Play Spirit! . . . So Modernism has come to this. . . . Back
to the metaphor at the head of these
notes. . . . Spiritually and intellectually, Dr. Meland' s ten commandments
are the last-or at best second-lastyip from the doghouse. . ..

Staff's End
NE of the features of the 1939
World's Fair at New York will
be the "time capsule," a metal cylinder five feet long and laden with material illustrating the !if e and civilization of the year 1939.. .. It is addressed to the people of 6939- 5000
years hence. . . . Sometime during
the fair it is to be buried, with due
ceremony, fifty feet beneath the surface of the ground. . . . Fifty centuries from now, it is hoped, the
cylinder will serve as a record of
twentieth century life. . . . Obvious1y, the people of the seventieth century ( assuming that the patience of
God lasts so long) have something to
live fo r.. ..
We would like to have something
to say about the contents of that cylin.

0
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der.
. It should contain, in addition to the things of which we may
be proud, a number of significant contributions the twentieth century has
made to the progress of civilization.
. . . The following should be considered by the committee in charge:
Recordings of speeches by Hitler
and Mussolini
One copy of Trtte Story Magazine
One copy of the Chicago Tribune
Two Benny Goodman records
A recording of a "commercial" by
a radio announcer
A picture of West Madison Street,
Chicago
A picture of bombed children in
Spain and China
Novels by Caldwell and Faulkner
The list could be extended. . . .
People of 6939, we who are about to
die, salute you!
For several months the Atlantic
Monthly has conducted a department
called "Under Thirty." ... The space
is reserved for letters from the PostWar Generation, offering them an
opportunity to express their hopes
and fears. . . . Most of the epistles
have been predictable reflections of
the bewilderment and disappointment
of the younger generation over the
world in which they find themselves.
... In the October issue, however, a
youthful preacher strikes a new note.
. . . He reports that after two restless
years in business he turned to the
ministry and suggests that his disillusioned generation take another look
at the Church. . . . "Rather than be-

ing the home of evasion and sentimentality, the Church is the one
agency that looks at the present scene
with unblinking eye. Never was the
Founder of Christianity an evader or
sentimentalist. 'In the world ye shall
have tribulation,' or 'Ye shall hear of
wars, and rumors of wars.' Young
parents today need a boundless conviction that the present world order,
while constantly shifting and changing, is, even as it moves, under the
direction of an invincible Cutter who
is shearing a pattern, and courageous
men and women who listen for the
sound of His scissors can become His
cutting edge. The true motive of the
life that the Church would enkindle,
however, is not content with inner
peace, and power, and joy, and love,
but urges one to share the burden of
God. It is this thought, this privilege,
that urges us from the shore of life
and impels us into the swirling
stream." . . . Well said. . . . By the
way, if our magazine reviewers do
not call attention to the article by
Bernard Iddings Bell, "More Dogma,
Please," in the same issue of the Atlantic, we shall discuss it in an early
issue of THE CRESSET.
Every time a crisis in world affairs
appears, we are again impressed by
the speed with which radio is supplanting the press as the most important source of news and molder of
opinion. . . . During the recent European turmoil over Czechoslovakia the
broadcasting companies brought almost hourly reports, many of them

I
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from the capitals of Europe. . . .
Both in immediacy and in emotional
content the press cannot hope to compete with radio .... We are probably
living in the twilight hour of the
press .... The editor of a large Midwestern paper, who is making a
vigorous fight to acquire control of a
radio station, recently said privately,
"I want that radio station for the
same reason that the wise liverystable proprietor of early 1900's put
a garage in the back end of his building." ...
Rarely are the actions of the Holy
Office at Rome, charged with the
maintenance of the "Index Librorum
Prohibitorum," chronicled in the
daily press. . . . Recently, however,
the ban fell on Mr. Alfred Noyes'
life of Voltaire, and the prominence
of the author (he is a convert to
Catholicism), as well as his objections to the action of the Holy Office,
aroused widespread comment. . . .
We are especially interested in the
careful wording of the publishers'
announcement to the American trade.
... Verbatim: "The Holy Office has
requested Sheed and Ward of London to suspend the sale of Alfred
Noyes' Voltaire. We, of course, are
also obeying these instructions. Joint-
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ly with the author, Sheed and Ward
of London has petitioned the Holy
Office to indicate where the book requires correction, and to give the
author the opportunity of making the
necessary alterations. Unfortunately,
although the matter is still sub judice
in Rome, statements on it have already appeared in the press." . . .
Note the words "obey," "instructions," "petition." . . . Curiously
enough, the Holy Office has assured
Mr. Noyes that its objection has nothing to do with "faith or morals." ...
Apparently the trouble came from
Mr. Noyes' unfavorable picture of
the French Catholic hierarchy of Voltaire's time. . . . Unfortunately, that
picture happens to be largely true ....
Even if it were not true, Mr. Noyes
would certainly have been ready to
correct errors in fact as soon as they
were pointed out to him. . . . No
"Holy Office" is necessary to check
the facts of history .... Summa Summarum: The entire episode demonstrates again the folly of all censorship, both within the Church and
without. ... Facts are not only stubborn. . . . They are permanent. . . .
Truth is a flame in the hearts of men,
and it will not be quenched by Dictator or Death.

Banned sixty years ago, Zola's famous novel
looks clean beside the filth of drugstore literature-

NANA and HER RIVALS
of ][938
By AUGUSTUS LAURENS

I

HAD the choice of Zola's Nana,
of Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, of
Turgenjeff's Fathers and Sons,
and of Gogol's Dead Souls. It was to
be my second term paper in Nineteenth Century Realists, to complete
my major in modern literature.
I had read Dostoevski's Crime and
Punishment, and it had given me
the willies. I had lost my taste for the
Russians. I read Nana.
Readers of THE CRESSET cannot
be interested in the literary reactions
which made up the bulk of my thesis.
It may be that they will be interested
in knowing how a reader of modern
.fiction is impressed by a novel which
was regarded for decades as touching
an all-time low in the literature of
Western Europe-worse than indecent: obscene, pornographic.
Well, pornographic it is, in the
literal sense, since Nana, the leading
character of the story, is a Parisian
prostitute. And still, I wonder
whether by modern standards we
would classify Nana as pornographic

writing, indeed, as obscene, or immoral, in any sense.
When the book appeared in 1879,
its first chapter-the novel appeared
serially in the Voltaire-was hailed
both in England and France as the
literary event of the day.
I believe that Zola had but one
purpose in writing this story. He
could see financial returns in the subject. His own statement should not be
entirely disregarded, however. When
he was made the subject of most unfavorable criticism he replied in an
open letter, in which he declared that
his purpose in writing Nana was "a
most simple one. I have endeavored
to paint this class of women as they
exist in real life, and thus utter a
vehement protest against Marion Delorme-La Dame Aux CameliasMarco-and Musette; in fact against
that long procession of Vice, which
I consider destructive to morality, and
as having a most pernicious effect upon the imaginations of young girls."
In other words, other writers had pic20
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tured the life of a harlot in attractive
terms, while Nana was to exhibit the
life of a woman of the people, born
of four or five generations of vicious
drunken ancestors, who preys upon,
ruins, and corrupts the aristocracy of
F ranee. Bidden by some of his critics
"to confess where he had been," his
reply was: "My life does not belong
to the public, although my books do !
I simply desire to state that the incidents of Nana are purely imaginative."
How then does Zola's book compare with fiction of our own day
which deals with iliicit sex relations,
fiction accessible to every American
boy and girl of twelve?
Is America of 1938 on a higher
plane morally so far as its fiction is
concerned that the F ranee of :i;.mile
Zola?
I could undertake to prove, if THE
CRESSET were able to print the evidence, that the average reading of
boys and girls in America today is far
more vicious and destructive of morality than the most realistic productions of the Gallic mind of two
generations ago.
The American translator of N ana,
John Sterling, in 1880, correctly said:
"Nana throws no glamor over selfindulgence, nor lends a charm to
characters essentially false and corrupt, and that the jeunesse doree of
this country need the reproof and
the warning, quite as much as that of
Franee, is the belief of the translator." Nana indeed is described as a
most attractive woman, whose in.flu-
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ence over young men and old, married and unmarried, is almost that of
an enchantress. She fascinated high
school youths, bankers, diplomats.
Those of whose friendship she had
tired she treated with undisguised
contempt, and saw without a qualm
of conscience how by her terrible attraction homes were wrecked, careers
blasted, lives destroyed. But mind
you, this long story of intrigues, seduction, and immorality, is told without once employing language that
could be termed objectionable in polite society. We never cross the threshold of the woman's boudoir, for one
thing. Not one incident is pictured
that would reward a smut-hound
working his way through the chapters
of this famous story of harlotry. Not
once are the physical charms of N ana
described, and this holds good also
regarding the miserable women who
made up her company. That which
causes the reader to continue from
chapter to chapter is the intense realism of the description. The story
from the beginning suggests a horrible fate hovering over the fille and
her companions, and this long menacing doom overtakes one cha acter
after another, until ruin, disgrace,
despair, death crowd the closing
chapters.

Some Moderns
My purpose is not to institute comparisons with The Well of Loneliness, Ulysses, and Anthony Adverse
- fiction that is either built up around
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the sex motif or pictures scenes of the extent of the system, its mode of
seduction in a manner that makes operation, and the type of literature
vice appear innocuous, if it does not it purveys. I will give you a few data
-like The Well of Loneliness-off.er selected from his tabulations. There
to justify perversion. While these were, in 1936, approximately 30,000
titles, as well as the works of John of these libraries in existence. The
Dos Passos and of William Faulkner, number is probably twice that today.
far surpass any of the nineteenth cen- Each of them has an average turntury fiction in their treatment of sex over of a hundred books a day. The
as something amoral, when they do customers are mostly girls and young
not actually propagandize vice-these women between the ages of sixteen
works are caviar to the multitude, and and twenty-four. What do they read?
their influence in moulding the senti- At Yankton, S.Dak., these libraries
ments of youth is negligible. What classify as 60 per cent sex and 40
boy of sixteen will buy a three dollar per cent crime. At Columbus, Neb.,
book? What high school girl can un- 50 per cent gangster and sex. At
Hobart, Ind., 7 5 per cent sex and
derstand the language of Ulysses?
But there are books and there are 25 per cent crime. At Pittsburgh, Pa.,
magazines of a certain type which not 90 per cent sex and 10 per cent crime.
only compel a redefinition of the obscene-if the realism of Balzac and
Titles and Contents
of Zola is indeed to be characterized
as obscene-but which make the diI have hundreds of titles copied
rect appeal to pruriency and yet are down by investigators. They are bad
written with a readership of ado- enough. I cannot conceive of a young
lescents in view.
person's mind being unaffected by
I refer to the type of fiction of- viewing, in a hunt for another book,
fered to the public without any re- a succession of such titles as Weekstriction as to age in the lending End Marriage, The Office Wife,
libraries. I refer to the sex magazines Ladies of the Evening, The New Bed,
which are flooding the newsstands, The Girl Wife, Playgirls in Love,
drug stores, and candy shops.
Love's Ecstasy, Promiscuous, The
The reader has seen the signs Chastity of Gloria Boyd, Age of Con"Rental Library," "Book Exchange," sent, All Dames Are Dynamite, Alioffering the rental of books at three mony, Synthetic Virgin, 18 Carat Vircents a day, sometimes three days for gin, Lust, The Passions of Youth,
a dime. I wonder whether the reader Conquest of Desire, The Women
has looked into these shops? A friend Money Buys, The Monarchy of Pasof mine has made contacts with public sion, Burn, Baby, Burn.
librarians in various parts of the
In content these books are so vile
United States and has investigated that we believe the ordinary go-to-
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mill type of strumpet will read them
with disgust. Without the least shame
they portray one scene of unchastity
after another and employ the foulest
words of the language. Remember
that in all cases investigated there was
no age restriction whatsoever. As far
as "hot" books were concerned, there
were none under the shelves ; all
books were openly displayed.
It is impossible to quote characteristic passages since this would prevent
THE CRESSET from going through
the mails. None of the books above
described are sent by mail, nor by
express, nor by freight in common
carrier. They are sent by truck, usually from New York City and New Jersey to large distributors in Western
cities, who again make distribution by
truck to the small towns. Even aside
from the legal impediment we could
not bring ourselves to quote from the
extracts made by the investigators.
Let it be said that without the least
charm of subtlety or refinement this
type of literature panders directly to
the most degraded sex-interest. I have
myself seen books taken out by girls
of seventeen which deal with perversions of various types, featuring incest, sodomy, and-incredible though
it may seem-bestiality.
The folders distributed by the
rental libraries sometimes supply a
resume of the novels offered- like
the following: "The passionate story
of Emmy-Lou ... wistful, pink-andwhite Emmy-Lou, 17 respectable
years old in the corseted era of 1900.
Alluring, born to love under the spell
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of a summer night and a boy whom
her parents forbade. They called her
'fast' in Chicago but Emmy-Lou believed in Romance and was ready to
pay for it. A pulse-quickening drama
of a girl's courage against the strangling conventions of respectability."
Or this: "When the neglected wife
happens to be a woman made for
love, there's extra hell to pay. Read
this flaming story of a love that blazed
through Chicago's underworld." Or
this: "The heroine is bred of human
seed in a laboratory. She develops into a beautiful girl, physically and
mentally gifted, but apparently without a soul."
Can nastiness descend deeper? Indeed it can. We have not yet exhausted the possibilities of Nana's rivals
in 1938. There is the chapter which
might be written on the type of magazines represented by Spicy Stories,
Snappy Stories, La Paree, Gay Parisienne, Real Bedtime Stories, Real
Telling Tales, Real Tattle Tales, Real
Forbidden Sweets and others having
names of the same general character.
Most of these are filled with the
writings of sex-perverts, literary bankrupts. None of them signs his true
name, and let me say that not one of
these magazines dares to mention its
printer or publisher. Printer and
writer are anonymous.* The stories
* ome of my clerical friends believe
that McFadden's "True tory" ma azine
is the most vicious in its powers of eduction just because it retains a certain outard respectability in its stories of moral
delinquency.
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In conclusion: There may be no
good purpose served in writing a
novel like Nana. I believe that the
profit motive dictated the realism of
Zola, Balzac, de Maupassant. Others
will say that at least Zola was imbued
with the purpose of making vice seem
so dreadful as to discourage the
viciously inclined (to which the appropriate answer is that the love of
sin is too deeply rooted to yield to any
fear mechanism) . We can conclude
this brief study by saying that the
modern counterpart of Zola's Nana
has given a new meaning to pornography and has made literary filth a
greater menace to the moral health of
the people than it has been since the
days of pagan Rome.

which these magazines offer are infinitely worse than the books of the
rental libraries for the simple reason
that each issue of these foul periodicals contains the concentrated plot of
eight or ten stories of seduction, debauchery, and every type of filthiness,
with the result that the youthful mind
is overwhelmed with a veritable flood
of obscenity.
There is something worse than
this. There is a combination of horror
story with harlotry and rape. Stories
of abnormal delight in pain and
voluptuousness, sadism, the bonds of
imagination unloosened by hell-and
this dreadful stuff is offered today to
the American boy and girl of fifteen
in a thousand candy shops and drug
stores.
♦

Chicago
Look at me, hills,
And be jealous, mountains:
My roof-tops snare the stars.
I am that tall.
Seas, be envious,
And, rivers, gaze at me.
I am a canyon of laughter.
I am that deep.
Only the heights can make the depths.
I am the city of both.
I am the monument to Man.
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE

I

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
has not previously been distilled in the alembic of his
life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

•

Why the Magnet Floats. Dr.
W. R. Whitney, director of research
for the General Electric Company, was
recently asked to explain how science
accounts for magnetic force, the
strange property found in the lodestone and transferred to other bodies,
causing them to be alined as by some
invisible pull in a north and south
direction, and to repel or attract other
magnetized bodies. Dr. Whitney replied "I say that the magnet floats in
space by the will of God. The magnet
repels another magnet by the will of
25

God. And no man today can give a
more precise answer."
We ask the modern philosopher
how he explains the power in the
universe which permits us to calculate
eclipses to the fraction of a second,
and Bernhard Bavink says in The
Natural Sciences (which is the last
word on the subject) that the new
physics with overwhelming clearness
demonstrates that God is perpetually
active in nature and that in the processes of the universe we see creation
uninterruptedly at work.
The old idea that the world is
made up of eternal indestructible
matter is definitely abandoned. For
centuries the world was regarded as
a piece of dock-work, a mechanism
which either had no beginning or
was at best started by God, but which
has since been governed by mechanical laws. As for the phenomenon
called "life" it was held that by the
combination of certain chemicals, under certain conditions, life results.
Life might from such beginning proceed through evolutionary processes
to the forms it now takes. The creative principle we call God would thus
be explained. In classrooms which
have kept out of the current of scientific progress, this notion is still
entertained. Leaders in biology, physics, chemistry, and medicine no longer
speak with assurance about the possibility of creating life. Dr. J. Chris
O'Day of Honolulu in a reminiscent
mood recently told of a dinner he
once attended, where the famous ir
illiam Osler was guest of honor.
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Osler had said that to him it seemed
foolish for man, seeking mystery, to
look up into the universe. He might,
muscle for muscle, bone for bone,
and organ for organ, produce a
Frankenstein, but when it came to the
creation of a single red blood corpuscle with all its magical qualities,
he would be baffled.
"And," said Dr. O'Day, "I, who
have dealt for more than 40 years
with the powers of medicine and
surgery in the struggle between the
forces of life and of death, know
that the best for which science can
hope is to simulate life, not to create
it. The Great Creator stands beyond
and above, and humanity at its wisest
can only use what he has made."
•
Science and Religion at the
Halfway House. Dr. Joseph Wood
Krutch, writing in The Nation, has
pointed out how science and religion
have gradually been changing places.
On the one hand, he said, there is
the (modernistic) theologian, headed
toward skepticism, and on the other,
the scientist, now headed toward religion. Pretty soon, said Dr. Krutch,
these two •'will pass one another on
the road, and the preacher, discovering that he believes less than the
physicist, will face the difficulty of
reconciling a rationalistic theology
with a scientific attitude which grows
increasingly mystical." In other
words, the modernistic preacher, following blindly the lead of evolutionistic science, is headed more and more

toward utter unbelief. The scientist,
on the other hand, has begun to see
in the rhythm of the atoms a masterpiece of the Creator, and in the
molecules that make up the living
cell, has discovered so complicated a
structure that the best microscopes
have not even made a beginning of
unraveling the mysteries of a single
blade of grass. Even if new matter is
not actually being created in the remote regions of the universe, as Dr.
Millikan suggests, a Purpose is now
perceived in atoms as well as in
galaxies, which points to a divine
Author of the universe.
A few months ago, Max Planck
of Berlin celebrated his eightieth
birthday. Planck is one of the founders of modern science, a giant who
ranks with Einstein among the leaders of the new physics. When he .first
began to investigate the quantity
called "action" in modern science, it
was still customary to look upon matter as a machine which operated
through laws, behind which there is
neither Wisdom nor Goodness. Evolution had celebrated its triumph over
theology. At a gathering held in his
honor last year, Dr. Planck said,
· 'Religion and natural science have
no quarrel with each other. They
operate with different methods, but
they strive toward the same goal,
their final resting place being God."

Why Not a Little Public
Penance? We, of course, heartily welcome admissions of scientists that,
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through the very investigationss by
means of test tubes and microscope,
they have found themselves getting
beyond their depth, and that in their
pursuit of the inward secrets of light,
ether, etc., they have broken through
into what very truthfully might be
called the supermaterial, supernatural
world. "What is the sense," asks one
of the greatest nature philosophers,
Whitehead, "of talking about a mechanical explanation when you do not
know what you mean by mechanics ?''
We are gratified to note that first- rank
mathematicians and astronomers are
now heard to say that the universe
after all is very much like the world as
understood by Christianity. But when
we remember the sneers which less
than a generation ago were all that
our biology teachers in high schools
had for the doctrine of Creation, and
the support which they then found in
the popular spokesmen of science, it
seems that a little more might be
expected than the simple declaration
that, after all, God must have made
the world and is governing it. ''Some
sort of apology," says J. H. Morrison,
referring to the same matter, "might
seem in the circumstances to be appropriate. When the Prodigal Son
returned from the far country he said,
'Father, I have sinned.' If he had
been as wise in his generation as some
present-day scientists he would have
come back with an air of condescension, saying, 'Father, you will be
gratified to learn that I hav~ proved
by rigorous experiment that there is
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no place like home.' Whereupon all
in the house would have been greatly
uplifted, and the elder brother himself would have led out the fatted
calf!"

•
Scepticism and Worse. The
truth of the matter is that, like any
other conviction that is forced upon
the mind, the acknowledgment of a
Supreme Being that eternally feeds
energy into the minutest particle of
every stone and every plant, of every
molecule that enters into the structure
of animal bodies and our own,-is
entirely devoid of any spiritual value.
You can make no Christians by demonstration, even by the demonstration
of God's working in nature. There
remains the everlasting truth that the
Nicodemus whose eye is fixed upon
the spiral nebulae, while he may
stand amazed at the magnitude of
the divine operations, will not enter
into the Kingdom unless he is born
again. (If the scientist objects to this
as to "preaching" it is for the same
reason that a PWA worker or a clamdigger may object to preaching. Let
us not go into that.) At best, the
acknowledgment that all past theories, so far as they were materialistic,
were built on moonshine, causes
many a scientist to take the sceptic
attitude which denies that there can
be any true knowledge. This, of
course, means the absolute destruction of morality. Visions of the good,
the true, and the beautiful are re-
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garded as illusions. Of the modern plane. No longer is thunder and
emancipated man, Walter Lippmann lightning considered an indication of
says in his Preface to Morals: "He the wrath of God but one of the
does not believe the words of the phenomena that results in the natural
Gospel, but he believes the best ad- process of rain production."
vertised notion. The older fable,"Understand, the professor has conby this he means the redemptive work ceded the existence of God. His colof Christ-"may be incredible today, leagues of a generation ago would
but when it was credible it bound have said that the idea of a God was
together the whole of experience "an unnecessary hypothesis." Dr. Ivy
upon a stately and dignified theme. accepts the notion of a deity. Indeed,
The modern man who has ceased to he says that science has helped the
believe, without ceasing to be credu- Christian to form a higher conceplous, hangs, as it were, between tion of God than he had under the
heaven and earth, and is at rest no- old system. He knows that thunder
where." Mr. Duncan Clark quotes and lightning are just a business of
Harold G. Moulton, noted economist, electric strains discharging in a
as telling the American Association vacuum. As if a Christian who befor the Advancement of Science, ''We lieves that the voice of God can be
not only fear the unknown road that heard in the waterfalls, in the earthopens before us. We envisage the quake, and in the thunder-storm, has
destruction of old ideas with nothing ever denied that natural causes acadequate to take their place, and we count for these phenomena! And is it
foresee the disintegration of the pri- a "higher concept" of God when we
mary virtues on which our lives have rule his moral government out of the
universe than when we see evidences
been built."
It is either scepticism-or worse. of it?
Dr. Andrew C. Ivy is director of the
We have made the charge that
physiology department at Northwest- while the doctrine of our religion
ern University. When he was recently cannot change, because it is grounded
asked to give his opinion regarding on divine authority, scientific truth
the conflicting tendencies stirred up has often changed and is changing
by scientific discoveries, he first of continually. Science is so variable
all took occasion to say that "science that one can never count on it to hold
has made religion a little more ra- to the same views tomorrow that it
tional and reasonable for the minds propounds today. Observe how Dr.
of intelligent people." For instance, it Ivy meets this challenge: "This charge
has wiped out many superstitions. is not only unfair but is inaccurate. It
The words of Dr. Ivy should be is the result of confusing scientific
quoted: ''Science is placing a belief facts with scientific theory and bandin God on a higher and more noble ing them both together under the
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broad head of science. Scientific facts,
once they have been uncovered, do
not and cannot, by their very nature,
change. It is only scientific theories
and hypotheses that change."
Assume for the moment that this
statement is correct. Yet it cannot be
denied that the very theories which
Dr. Ivy admits are in a state of flux,
have been the most powerful means
of destroying the faith of young students of physics, biology, and history.
It has never been something shown
in any alembic or test tube that disproved the existence of a creator.
Nothing examined under the microscope or through the telescope ever
was evidence against the truth of any
doctrine of the Christian faith. The
highest mathematics has never been
in opposition to any article of Christian belief. These things are so selfevident that any emphasis upon them
must make our reader impatient. Yet
the reader will not fail to note that if
theories change, as admitted by the
N .U. scientist, and if theories and not
facts have caused Christians to discard their religion and accept atheism, then the scientist owes a belated
apology to the Church and should
not boast of having given it a •'higher
and more noble" idea of God.

~

Knowledge Marches On.
This is as true as the proposition that
science is ever changing. And with it
we couple the statement that as knowledge advances we shall know more
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and more about the manner in which
God has designed the structure of
the universe and how he maintains it.
Today electrical fields and oscillating tensions have taken the place of
the hard little particles of which we
were once taught that material things
consist. As scientific exploration of
the cosmos continues, this image, too,
will fade in the dawn of greater
knowledge. As Paul Karlson says in
his new book, T he World Around Us,
-"all partial images must melt and
dissolve into the greater truth so long
and stubbornly sought by the uneasy
spirit of man, which knows no peace
while a portion of that truth remains
hidden from it, and will never rest
until it has pierced the final veil."
Behind it all is the voice of God
speaking to an unhappy and forlorn
creature. In the gripping words of
the leading Swedish socialist-novelist
Harry Blomberg, quoted by Sverre
Norborg:
"Above the skyscrapers and factories,
the laboratories and offices, the government departments and the storehouses of
the world there sounds a voice which is
hard to localize, but which makes us all
nervous. The chemist raises his head: it
seems as if the voice comes out of his
retorts. The girl at the typewriter looks uneasily at the keys, the businessman fixes
his eyes nervously upon the dictaphone,
and the minister of foreign affairs makes
an uneasy move at his busy desk. Still the
mysterious call is steadily growing; it is
as if all ships and streamlioers, all cranes
and wireless masts vibrated at its quiet
force: For what ir a man profited, rf he

shall gain the whole world, and lou his
own soul?"

A blizzard-and a preacher is led to meditate
on economics, standards of living, and such
matters-

STRAY LEAVES from
a PREACHER'S DIARY
By E.

SCHALLER

Wednesday, fanuary 13

whether we were still maintaining the
family morale. Not in those words,
exactly, but so he meant it. He took
time for that after punching his bay
and white team through the storm into town for supplies. Amazing, not
that we are able to keep our chins up
in this isolation, but that he and his
can ward off ennui and the sinister
demon impatience behind the tiny
four walls of their buried farm-home
out there in the white sea; without
radio, without telephone, without so
much as a daily paper to destroy the
illusion that society has disappeared
from the earth in another deluge.
G.W. is one of those phenomena.
Confirmed as an adult only a few
years ago, his shoulders are a broad
tower upon which a weary preacher
can lean. He far outranks in point of
devoted service and active concern
those who are forty years his seniors
in the Communion of Saints; and
what he lacks in intelligence and

HE firmament was milky again
today, familiar with its whining, howling burden of snow
lashing viciously between the scattered buildings of our tiny settlement.
There has been little meteorological
mercy since the New Year dawned.
Today's tempest is formed largely of
old, loose snow, but the source makes
no material difference. Only the moisture gauge and the Lord can say with
definite knowledge that, when the
sun set, a battalion of fresh snow arrived to support the splendid attack
of the shock troops. But we will notice it tomorrow, because the gorges
in the driveway will gleam with virginal white mountains that are new
and do not know of the toil which
they have brought to naught. In another day I shall need a rotary to get
the car out.
This afternoon G.W. pushed his
ruddy face through the door to ask

T
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knowledge he makes up in consecration. One would have expected S.
or M. to plow a path to the parsonage in solicitous inquiry; they are
elders, and they are regarded as pillars. But they pass by in the drifting
dusk because haste is necessary. G.W.
goes out of his way, because his heart
is newer to the love of Christ. Incidentally, he also left a plucked chicken and some carrots.
It is deep night now, blind with a
cataract of blizzard. The furnace cannot out-roar the wind, and it must be
warmer beneath the quilts. We shall
see.

Wednesday, January 27
This was to have been the tenth
day of utter isolation, but as it happened, contact was amazingly reestablished in a most agreeable way.
As days go, it was mild. In fact,
last night sleet came, and crusts
formed on the drifts. Tonight trains
are hopelessly bogged down, telephone lines are draped like sinuous,
ice-coated reptiles along the fences
and festooned from the rigid arms of
the cottonwoods. Traffic, of course, is
paralyzed, and we hear by grape-vine
that the county plows are taking hours
to dear a mile of road. We might be
part of a colony ten miles north of
Point Barrow. But all that was
changed somewhat today.
While I was balancing a volume on
my knees before dull eyes which tried
to concentrate on Luther's splendid
reply to Silvester Prierias, two men
were standing in the misty sleet, peer-
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ing at a huddle of half-buried buildings near the southern sky-line (which
represents our little town) . That,
they mumbled to one another, was
the objective-near, and yet so far.
Behind them lay their point of departure: another huddle of buildings, slightly larger, but similarly submerged in tremendous, billowing
quilts of snow.
The two small Dakota towns are
only three miles apart, as the crow
flies. But even crows are not flying in
this freezing world ; and what is
more, one cannot walk a straight line
over serried ridges of white powder
whose treacherous surface leads weary
feet from trough to ridge and back,
Ki plingesque"Boots, Boots, Boots, Boots,
Slogging up and down again"The gravelled road could be traced
now only by the fact that it ran where
the snow lay deepest and bore signs
of horses which had floundered almost hip-deep before detouring from
its unplumbed depths.
The toiling figures which I did not
see were none else than Pastors R.
and R. ( odd, they both have the same
initial) . The time had come for one
of our monthly meetings, and time
was more inexorable to them than to
me.
Let it be recorded here that the
brethren, upon their arrival, stepped
head-first into a defrosting welcome.
Their declaration of semi-starvation
was supplemented by the carnal manner in which they sniffed longingly
at the fragrance of food rising from
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the dinner-kettle. It had been only
three miles, they admitted ; but that
was on the straightaway. There were
another three miles on the up and
down. So they figured six, and we
didn't care how they figured. It was
good to see them.
For hours the world outside was
forgotten. Comradeship and the
Lord's Work prospered. At four
o'clock came a shout: The plow! A
powerful little caterpillar bug with a
great snub nose of steel crept into
town. Submerged under tons of white
marble, it shuddered free, rolled great
blocks from its shoulders, and thundered toward the next drift. How
ugly that blunt projectile, and how
blessed ! Swivelling on its treads, it
reversed its field and delivered a
flank attack on the mortally stricken,
gutted enemy, finally dwindli!]-g into
the distance toward the town whence
our two guests had come.
The appearance of the plow
seemed to answer an unspoken question in the clerical council. There
would be no return trip for four
weary clerical legs. I have a car, and
an open track to the newly-opened
road. At 9:30 P.M. the Ford groaned
out of the shed, we bundled in, and
those three miles were going to be
short. But man proposes . . .
At the half-way mark the brakes
squealed, and the Ford stopped obediently. Ahead the red tail light of the
plow winked like the eye of a gloating ghoul. Our hard-nosed friend
had been on its way since four
o'clock and had cleared something

over a mile. Nice going, too. Evidence of the battle was visible
enough. The road was a vast gorge.
On either side our headlights flashed
from blue-white cavern walls of snow
twelve feet high. And out beyond
those walls we heard the wind rising.
Already the tunnel was filling in
while another Northwester whined
shrilly up toward the blue vault of
the winter stars. The plow would be
all night on the next two miles, and
behind it the storm would undo its
work. The Ford and I must hurry
back or stay embedded in the rising
tide between the wheels.
The two climbed stiffly out. Earlaps were drawn, mittens adjusted,
goodnights were said-and God be
with you! While the Ford turned
back, they struck north with the wind
in their teeth. Only a mile or so to
walk, as the crow flies on a straight
line around the struggling plow. One
mile or so-but two miles up and
down,
"Boots, Boots, Boots, Boots,
Slogging. . . . "
I am safely back, now, and it was
not too soon. Demons are abroad
with my two brethren tonight; but
they are young and strong, the Lord
is a mighty Shield, and the cold is
not bitter.
Thursday, Febmary 25

This is the worst winter in my experience, and I can recall several
from the past twelve years. In our
isolation and inactivity it is startling
to read that elsewhere men are trou-

t in the hills of South India, this striking church in pure
Norman style was built without the aid of any mechanical
dc:v1ce txcept the common pulley. Pastor F. R. Webber, of
level.ind, Oh10, designed the church which is built of blue
ranite wuh thirty-six inch walls. The Church and school
o;erve the Lutheran missionaries at the hill station in
Kodaikanal.

Piwb111xh S11n -Telexraph

Trinity of Pittsburgh (The Rev. A. G. · Merkens, Pastor)
looks back on more than a century of service. The beautiful
new church stands in a truly worthy neighborhood and is an
outstanding example of Gothic church architecture in a city
famous for beautiful churches.

The only prize-winning church west of the Mississippi in
1929 was Grace Church of San Diego (The Rev. Clarence
D.tm)chmeder, Pastor) . Church, church-house and parsonage
art: built around a most beautiful garth in which rare flora
rum .ill over the v.orld bloom the year around. Sometime
later the interior will also be presented.

D. D. Spe/Jman PhfJIO

The Mother Church of Lutheranism in Detroit is Trinity
(The Rev. G. Otte, Pastor). Its style is XVI century Pier and
Clerestory Gothic. There are three hundred figures cut in
stone and innumerable symbols. The altar's reredos rises
twenty-four feet above the chancel floo·r to the exquisite window depicting the Living Christ.
The church is the gift of Mr. and Mrs . Charles Gauss.

In one of the most beautiful natural settings in the country a
truly worthy church has been erected of red granite by St.
Paul's Church, Council Bluffs, Iowa (The Rev. Martin H.
Mueller, Pastor) . The structure is in Gothic style and wellproportioned throughout. The setting of the old paving stones
is remarkably well done.

Holy Trinity, Long Island City (The Rev. F. H. Lindemann,
Pastor), is a notable example of excellent planning for the
needs of a metropolitan congregation. Architecturally and artistically the building presents new beauties each time it is
seen A d1gnitied side-altar :ind very fine sacristy could, unfortunately, not be shown.

A most exquisite wood-carving, the gift of Mrs. E. Petersen,
of Chicago, which has been recently placed in the Chapel of
the Lutheran Sanitarium at Wheatridge, ColoracJo.
The co,-pus is of finest lemon wood and the figures and
symbols of the Evangelists are of oak. While not of great
size, the piece is undoubtedly one of the choicest bits of
wood-carving in the country. The Chapel of the Good
Samaritan at the Sanitarium was completed rn 1933 .

~
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bled by too much activity. Strikes, sitdown and walk-out. There are worse
things than enforced peace such as
ours. But it is apparent that the roots
of economic disorder have struck
deeply even here. The farmers have
been telling me for some time that
they "are not making any money."
Such a pronouncement is received by
all present, myself excepted, with understanding nods. I am unable to
comprehend the statement except as
the brain-child of an economic psychology utterly wrong and disastrous.
Evidently the same psychology is rampant elsewhere. It is at the bottom of
our economic disorders.
Far back of the imposing front
established by the hydraheads of supply and demand, parity prices, subsistence level, and standard of living
and Co. Incorporated, flaunted before
me in headlines, lies a question. My
own people do not seem to know the
answer. What is a living?
How absurdly simple, and how
subtle. Or isn't it? There seems to
have been a time when a large percentage of the human race operated
its economic machine upon the assumption that, if a man have food
and clothing, he can be therewith
content. The tide of complicated industrial and agricultural adjustments
and re-adjustments, with their accompanying flotsam of nostrums and
learned analyses, appears to have risen
in inverse ratio to the vanishing acceptance of that ancient measure of
adequacy.
Brother F. says earnestly and at
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length: We have not been making a
cent for four years. I have actually
seen, in the western drought areas,
cases where that was true, where my
people were living on capital. But
when F. so characterizes his status, it
is simply preposterous. Of course the
man is making a living; that is obvious. The entire family has food and
clothes, a school and a church, a car
and a radio, and perhaps a few other
things of which I, for instance, have
only theoretical knowledge. But the
man isn't making anything! That is
evidently a colloquialism meaning: I
haven't been able to make a cent more
than I need.
Manifestly such a conviction, universally entertained, must throw the
human order of things into whirling
chaos, disrupt the effectiveness of the
forces of nature, and cause the stars
to twinkle sardonically. Aside from
the India-rubber elasticity of a man's
needs, the bland assumption that he
must have more, is entitled to more
than he needs, is unquestionably the
well-spring of economic disorder. It
levels the walls of contentment and
opens a breach for greed which knows
no horizon and recognizes no lunitations. I can understand the conditions reflected in my daily paper. Under the guise of establishing a new
economic order, greed is pleading the
inalienable right of every man to have
more than he needs. They talk about
a living wage, but that is not what
they mean. They tell about actual
cases of semi-starvation existence in
a land of plenty, but that is not what
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they are fighting. They say that labor
is entitled to a fair percentage of the
profits of capital, that agriculture
must receive a parity price, but those
are undefined and indefinable terms
behind which lurks the temper of
people who have embraced the philosophy of abundance beyond need.
They fulminate against the capitalistic system and excoriate the profit
motive, but there is nothing new under the sun, and the popular cause of
social justice is too often the covetousness of the masses rising like the
fabled Phoenix from the ashes of
capitalist greed.
Naturally everyone recognizes the
validity of a revolt against economic
slavery and financial oppression. The
right of labor and agriculture to protect their interests against ruthless exploitation is as unassailable as the
principle of self-defense and the
right of eminent domain. Unfortunately the prevalence of such humanitarian issues in this modern economic
strife is measurable only in imaginary
fractions. When this press dispatch
hints that railroad employees would
obdurately refuse, in the face of the
obvious distress of the carriers, to
accept a cut in their extraordinarily
high wage levels ; when automobile
employees, irrationally disregarding
the evidence of balance sheets and

cost of manufacture, categorically insist upon fantastically proportioned
increases in wages ; when farmers
dump their milk rather than accept
what is a fair, but not a desirable
price, we have a struggle not even
remotely similar to that of miners
who bootleg coal from abandoned
shafts, or of share-croppers who are
fighting the shackles of debt-slavery.
What we do have is a mass awakening of the forces of greed, sanctioned
by an age which has discarded and
forgotten the ultimate economic wisdom:
"Having food and raiment, let us
be therewith content. But they that
will be rich fall into temptation and
a snare, and into many foolish and
hurtful lusts, which drown men in
destruction and perdition."
Well, that's that. The blizzards and
drifts at least leave a man time for
orderly reflection on some of these
questions. But my conclusions would
not be welcome in a labor-day speech,
because no person is more offensive
than he who oversimplifies a delectable and titillating problem by reducing it to a bundle of truisms.
Another storm is boiling up out of
the North. Time to go to bed and
bite down hard on the panic of claustrophobia which this life has generated in my nervous system.
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mith, Igor Stravinsky, Frederick
Delius, Arnold Schoenberg, Jan
Sibelius, Bela Bartok, Roy Harris,
Richard Strauss, Maurice Ravel, or
Arthur Honegger are able to cause
greater and more conspicuous ripples
on the boundless sea of critical opinion than are constantly being stirred
up by the psycho-neurotic who gave
us that passing strange outpouring of
emotional confusion giddily confounded which is known as the
Pathetic Symphony. Toscanini the
Great may loath to conduct anything
from the Russian's pen except the
Manfred Symphony; but if we permit the customs and the predilections
of the outspoken Italian or of anyone else, for all that, to convince us
that Tchaikovsky's music is largely
like children's milk teeth, which
serve nothing more than a fleeting
purpose in life, we shall be guilty
of lopsided thinking. Our verdicts
must be based on in.finitely more
relevant grounds.
The 1938'-39 concert season is upon
us, and we know that there will be
large and small doses of Tchaikovsky.
Radio commentators and newspaper
critics will have their say for better or
for worse. Listeners and readers will
agree and disagree. In short, the fur
will fly again, just as it has been flying these many years. Perhaps there
will be more heat than ever, since
those whose business it is to write
about music are beginning to realize
that another centenary is at the door.
Even this little contribution to THE
CRESSET will, in all probability, tram-
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Another Centenary Is At the Door.
The World of Music Is Preparing to
Do Honor to Tchaikovsky

1\Even though the dogs of war are

fl ·howling

with fullthroated savagery and straining viciously at their
leashes as this article is being written, preparations are already on foot
in various parts of the world to observe the hundredth anniversary of
the birth of a man who, for some
time, has been one of the highly controversial .figures in music.
To speak one's mind openly and
candidly on the merits and demerits
of Peter Hitch Tchaikovsky (18401893) may not be fraught with danger to life, limb, and the pursuit of
happiness; but frank discussions
concerning the Russian composer's
place in the musical sun invariably
lead to arguments. Not even modern
writers of the stature of Paul Hinde43
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ple violently on the toes of many of
those who believe and are sure that
the composer must be numbered
among the greatest of the great.

Sour Milk in His Blood

hThe

bones

of

Tchaikovsky's

,J · music are not bleaching forlorn,
forsaken, and forgotten on some
out-of-the-way beach. They are still
surrounded with vigorous flesh even
though there is a large amount of
sour milk in the bloodstream. Some
one has said that if the glib Roman
poet, Ovid, were alive today, he would
be writing for The New Yorker. We
do not know what periodical would
be clamoring for the services of
Tchaikovsky if he had been a litterateur by profession and could be
ushered out of his tomb into the
United States of today; but it is certain that he would not be contributing stories to the Saturday Evening
Post or to other publications that
have a competently defended penchant for the happy ending. The
Russian's works have some kinship
in their philosophy with those of
Thomas Hardy. And as we write
these words, we are thinking particularly of the crashing and crushing
chord of pessimism with which that
powerful novel, Tess of the D' Urbervilles, is concluded. The unnaturally
afHicted Tchaikovsky felt constrained
to view life and the world through a
mist of morbidity. But it is a morbidity often decked out in glowing
colors and frequently encased in

poetry which is arresting in its beauty.
There is much of Hamlet in the
man's music and, now and then, a
touch of Macbeth and King Lear.
Let us look for a few brief moments at those of the Russian's outpourings which are well-known to the
concert-goers of today. If we examine the fourth, fifth, and sixth
symphonies, the frequently heard
piano concerto, the violin concerto,
and the quartet containing the famous Andante Cantabile, we shall
find, I believe, that occasionally the
composer cudgels his brain with apparent fruitlessness and futility.
Needless to say, he shares this weakness with many of the world's prominent poets, novelists, playwrights, and
musicians. There are moments when
some of his ruminations seem to lack
spontaneity. Neither does he always
succeed in avoiding the banal. We
know, of course, that he did not possess anything even approaching
Beethoven's uncanny ability to develop a theme; but he was a past
master of the art of orchestration,
and, as in the case of RimskyKorsakoff, this power of his sometimes covers a paucity of substantial
ideas. Again and again the glare and
the garishness so characteristic of a
large portion of his scoring have a
pronounced tendency to tease one
temporarily out of sober thinking.
We are told that if we scratch the
skin of a Russian, we shall be sure
to find a Tartar lurking beneath; and
it is true that in the works of Tchaikovsky we often meet with turbulent
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savagery. Occasionally his rhetoric
approaches delirium. Now and then
it is filled with buoyant animality,
and here and there we can almost
smell brimstone and sulphur. There
are those who believe that sheer noise
sometimes reigns supreme on his orchestral canvas. But portions of the
fourth, fifth, and sixth symphonies
and of the concertos have a barbaric
quality which is imbued with an almost irresistible power. And in the
Allegro Molto Vivace of the swan
song-the Pathetic Symphony-we
have an elemental frenzy scored with
such cunning and couched in melodic
lines so gripping in their intensity
that the movement must always be
regarded as unique in music. There
seems to be little reason to doubt
that it will live on and on. Then
there is the Pizzicato Ostinato of the
fourth symphony. It, too, is unparalleled and unprecedented. When
a well-trained orchestra plays this
movement, most listeners are delighted to the quick. Some confirmed
Tchaikovsky-haters may wish themselves miles away; but would it be
doing them an injustice to suspect
that a goodly portion of their so
painstakingly expressed spleen would,
upon careful analysis, be revealed as
nothing more than a bit of empty
posing?

Unbridled Pessimism
f\ The wailing, the gnashing

of

,i · teeth, the pessimism, and the despair of the Adagio Lamentoso of
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the Pathetic Symphony are depressing ; yet is it not true that even moods
of this kind have their rightful place
in music? No composer ever wrote
a more mournful threnody. At times,
the black night of the movement can
become positively stifling. We gasp
for air and wish that the Russian's
song of agonized desperation might
be tinged and tempered with some of
those qualities that make the poignant
grief of the funeral marches in
Beethoven's Eroica, in Wagner's
Goetterdaemmerung, and in Chopin's Sonata in B Flat Minor so much
more bearable. There is no restraint
whatever in Tchaikovsky's threnody.
He literally hurls the reins upon the
neck of his steed.
But on numerous occasions the
subjective and the objective elements
in Tchaikovsky's make-up are brought
together into something closely resembling perfect equilibrium, and
the result is music which is not
glutted with weeping, sorrow, agony,
and neuroticism. Not many of us
agree with the learned and long since
departed Eduard Hanslick, who declared in words that savor strongly of
smart Aleckry, rancid cheese, and flat
beer that the concerto for the violin
stank in his ears. ot many of us are
inclined to dismiss the Russian as a
writer of little or no consequence.
There is too much genuine poetry in
his works, too much skill, and too
much melodic richness to make such
a verdict smell even faintly of reasonableness. And those who may ha e
reached the conclusion that Tchai-
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kovsky invariably discourses to us on
sad and morbid texts will do well to
re-hear in their entirety the works
mentioned in one of the preceding
paragraphs. They will discover that
even Tchaikovsky, with all his excursions into morbidity, bombast, and
banality, was often capable of giving
vivid expression to joy and laughter.
They will find many examples of direct and forthright simplicity-simplicity which is neither heavily
starched nor gaudily beribboned. To
understand the man best one must

become acquainted with a straightforward account of his character and
his personality. One must know
when, where, and how he lived, and
how sorely he was afilicted. For this
purpose, Music and Music Makers
recommends the book, entitled Beloved Friend: The Story of T chaikovsky and Nadejda von Meck (Random

House. New York). Tchaikovsky
cannot be laughed or argued out of
the ranks of the world's richly significant composers. Many do not
hesitate to call him great.

Recent Recordings
Iberia: Images
for Orchestra, No. 2. The New York
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra under John Barbirolli.-These three impressions of Spain are, in the words
of Philip Hale, "conspicuous for exquisite effects of color. There are combinations of timbres and also contrasts
that were hitherto unknown." One does
not need to stretch a point in order to
conclude that a composer with the
ability to give us works like The Afternoon of a Faun, La Mer, the three
Nocturnes for orchestra (Nuages,
Fetes, and Siren es), the Quartet in G
Minor, the Preludes for piano, and
Iberia was one of the great masters.
Victor Album M-460.
MAX BRUCH. Concerto No. 1, in G Minor,
for Violin and Orchestra, 0 pus 26.
Alfredo Campoli and a symphony orchestra under Walter Goehr.-Contrary
to a widespread belief, Bruch was not
a Jew. He came from an old Lutheran
family. Although his famous violin
concerto is mercilessly maltreated year
in and year out by scores upon scores
of heavy-handed fiddle-sawyers, it re-

CLAUDE ACHILLE DEBUSSEY.

mains one of the finest works in the
field which it represents. The Adagio
is filled with piercing tenderness and
yearning. Columbia Album 332.
CESAR FRANCK. Quintet in F Minor, for
Piano and Strings. E. Robert Schmitz
and the Roth String Quartet-In
Franck's epoch-making quintet we have
a remarkable example of the employment of the "cyclical principle" in the
construction of a composition. A theme
typically Franckian in character broods,
as it were, over the various movements
to give the entire work a high degree
of unity and coherence. Neither the
sneers of Charles Gounod nor the prim
smugness of many prominent contemporaries were able to prevail against
the inherent puissance of the Belgian's
music. Columbia Album 334.
SERGEI PROKOFIEFF. Lieutenant Kije Suite,
0 pus 60. The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky.Written a few years ago for a Russian sound picture. "The subject of the
film," says Nicolas Slonimsky, "is
based on an anecdote about the Czar
Nicolas I, who misread the report of
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his military aide so that the last syllable
of the name of a Russian officer which
ended with "ki" and the Russian intensive expletive "je" ( untranslatable
by any English word, but similar in
position and meaning to the Latin
"quidem") formed a non-existent
name, Kije. The obsequious courtiers,
fearful of pointing out to the Czar the
mistake he had made, decided to invent an officer of that name ( as misread by the Czar) . Hence all kinds of
comical adventures and quid-proquo's." Those who like humor in their
music will do well to hear and rehear this excellent performance of Prokofieff's suite. Victor Album M-459.
FREDERIC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. Nocturnes in
B Flat Minor, E Flat Major, and B
Major, Opus 9, No. 1, 2, and 3; F
Major, F Sharp Major, and G Minor,
Opus 15, No. 1, 2, and 3; C Sharp
Minor and D Flat Major, Opus 27, No.
1 and 2; G Minor and G Major, 0 pus
37, No. 1 and 2. Arthur Rubinstein.Beautiful performances by a pianist
endowed with sensitive musicianship
and equipped with a technic which
easily surmounts the numerous difficulties contained in Chopin's marvelous

+
Thanksgiving
Oh God,
What gift You gave the heart
When You gave it song!
... When You gave the world Beauty,
And gave the heart a voice
To tell its aching hurt!
Dear God,
What gift You gave the heart!
... And only a silence is deep enough
To contain the thanks.
HELEN MYRTIS LA GE
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little tone poems. Victor Album M-461.
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Sonata in E Flat
Major, for Viola and Piano, Opus 120,
No. 2. William Primrose, violist, and
Gerald Moore, pianist-This sonata
was written originally for clarinet
and piano; but it was adapted to the
viola without doing any violence whatever to the music. Mr. Primrose plays
his chosen instrument with a skill
such as few have ever been able to
acquire. Both the composition and the
reading will delight the hearts of those
who have a penchant for the finest in
chamber music. Victor Album M-422 .
GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL. Suite No . 5,
in E Minor. Ernst Victor Wolff, playing his Maendler-Schramm harpsichord.-The last movement of this
work-beautifully performed by a
master of the harpsichord- is the famous air with doubles, commonly
known as The Harmonious Blacksmith.
The preceding portions show us with
noonday clearness that, in many respects, the great Handel was not
worthy of kissing the hem of the garment of his mighty contemporary, Johann Sebastian Bach. Columbia Album
X-101.

Books-some to be read-some to be pondered
-some to be enjoyed-and some to be closed as
soon as they are opened.

THE LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ME BY MEMBERS OP THE STAFF

they have never critically analyzed and of
whose character they may not even be
conscious. An intelligently ordered life,
therefore, means for him "first of all a
life in which the relations, consequences,
and implications of the drives that make
one go are apprehended with complete
vividness." This having been achieved and
"the drives having been purified by scrutiny and accepted as one's own, the intelligently ordered life is then a life in
which the fundamental drives are served
with all possible intelligence."
If one wishes to carry out this program
of self-analysis and self-criticism, one must
evidently begin with an examination of
the means and methods for carrying it out
that are at one's disposal. How about one's
mental tools? They may need some attention. There are, for instance, the concepts,
the ideas that one employs. These are
expressed by words that were, in many
cases, coined long ago and then carried
a rather simple meaning. The tendency is
to continue to let a word serve while meanings expand, and even when new contents develop. That, however, makes for
fuzzy thinking. The example of modem
physics should be of aid here. Compelled
to analyze its concepts, it has found that
the best way to clarify their meaning is
to define them operationally, that is to

Life Without God
THE INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL
AND SOCIETY. By P. W. Bridgman. The Macmillan Company, New
York. 1938. 305 pages. $2.50.
R. BRIDGMAN is professor of
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in Harvard University and is one of
the outstanding thinkers and writers on
the physical sciences in America. In the
present volume he takes a wider sweep.
The brief Preface ( Apologia) says, "This
essay will probably strike most of its readers as an enfant terrible sort of production, for it says out loud all sorts of things
that are perfectly obvious, but which anyone with a ghost of sense or of social instinct knows enough to keep to himself."
That may sound as if one had better
prepare to come face to face with some
rather risque material, but the book contains nothing of that character. Its purpose
is rather to canvass the possibility of living an intelligently well-ordered life under present conditions. Prof. Bridgman
longs to live such a life, and he believes
that a fair number of other intelligent
people feel as he does. He is painfully
aware, however, from experience with
himself and others, that men tend to be
moved by all sorts of influences which
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say, by what one does, or can do, to deal
with the things to which they refer. That
takes one back to experience, for which
there is no substitute, and should reveal
to what extent one's concepts are drawn
from reality and to what extent they are
mere verbalisms, mere words to which
nothing in the outside world corresponds.
Not only concepts, however, call for
examination, but also the processes of
reasoning. An analysis of these processes
shows that the certainty which some think
they find in them is a delusion. Reasoning can proceed only on the basis of past
experience, and since experience is never
more than fragmentary, reasoning cannot
rise above probability. Even so it serves
us well, but, under the circumstances, a
perfectly rational life is out of question.
Not that that fact need grieve us overly
much. We are above all concerned to lead
a satisfying life. The satisfactions of life,
however, arise out of the achievement of
our purposes, and our purposes are not
dictated by reason, but by our drives--our
needs and desires, our likes and dislikesthings which are largely unanalyzable. An
intelligently ordered life will then be one
in which the drives are recognized, sifted,
and intelligently served, so that there may
result as satisfying a life as possible.
Bridgman proceeds to make a survey of
his drives, and in doing that he is especially concerned to rule out all mystical
elements, that is to say, everything that
smacks of the supernatural and religious.
He accepts a purely naturalistic viewpoint, though he writes, " I should hate
to confess how long it was before I could
get rid of the sneaking conviction that
there really is a life after death." While
he indicates that he has now divested
himself of all belief in God or in a
future life, he does not go into detail as
to how he achieved this.
ow so far Bridgman speaks very
much as other apostles of naturalism
speak. From here on, however, he parts
company with most of them. Usually, at
this point, the naturalistic thinker enters
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on an effort to tie brotherly love, social
consciousness, and all the popular civic
virtues into his system and tries, perhaps,
to make it appear that men would be at
least as kind and unselfish toward each
other without religion as with it. But
Bridgman sticks to his knitting and dispassionately draws the consequences from
his premises.
HEY run something like this :-If
T
there is no God and no future life,
why shouldn't my own advantage be my
constant and only preoccupation ?-Service
to others? If one gets satisfaction from it,
very well. That probably arises out of
some mystical holdover in one's makeup.
But to give up for others anything one
wants, except for a greater return, would
be foolish.-Isn't it a duty, however, to
be kind and helpful to others ?-Duty to
whom? That is talking mystically-Well,
but you like to have others treat you that
way. Isn't it only fair, then, that you
reciprocate ?-Yes, I like such treatment,
and lots of it. But why should I reciprocate more than is for my benefit? Fairness
and justice are also mystical notions.Won't society go to pieces under this system ?-Let it go. There are plenty of
people with duty and service complexes
to hold it together as long as I live.But aren't you interested in the future of
mankind?- ot to the extent of one
worm-eaten fig. What happens to mankind after I am dead doesn't mean anything to me.
It is a cheerless and hopeless picture
that Bridgman draws with intellectual
honesty. That he himself does not live up
to his analysis goes without saying. Most
freethinkers, fortunately, do not consistently carry out the implications of their
position, just as, unfortunately, many
Christians are not consistent in Ii ing up
to their professions. Bridgman does, however, rigidly draw the logical conclusions
that would follow if a man could convince himself that there is no God and
no future life.
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Jeremiah
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THE VOICE. By
Franz Werfel. Translated by Moray
Firth. Viking Press. 1938. 780 pages.
$3.00.

HEARKEN UNTO

BOOK that compels one to read 30
chapters of Jeremiah at one sitting,
together with portions of Second Kings
and Second Chronicles, is a good book.
"Hearken unto the Voice" is such a book.
Written by a blood-brother of the great
prophet Jeremiah, the volume undertakes
to lay bare the inner struggles of this man
of Anathoth as he desperately attempts
to prevent the destruction of Jerusalem
and the captivity of his people.
Word for word and phrase for phrase
the sacred writings of Jeremiah are made
to come to life: with writhing fury and
lashlike sting as the sins of King and
people are castigated; with heartrending
wail of lamentation as the only good king
since David, godly Josiah, lies dying in
his chariot, pierced by Egyptian arrows on
the field of Megiddo. The contrast is vivid.
Here is a man, by nature meek and retiring, given to meditation and reflection,
who leaps into notoriety by defying slow
torture in the stocks, incarceration, suffocation in a cesspool, and the various
other refined cruelties of the time. He hurls
one insulting, insistent call to repentance after another into the ears of a king
and people who have become his bitterest
enemies. The novel is a remarkable study
in highlights and shadows. The masterful
character portrayal of this man of God
who could weep over the stubborn impenitence of his people one minute and the
next hurl lightning bolts of fiery denunciation down upon them, stands as a challenge to those who essay the writing of
novels based on Biblical characters and
events.
Besides the genuine craftsmanship of
the author, a profound knowledge of
Babylonian and Egyptian mythology, together with a faithful and detailed study
of the Israelite temple ceremonies is re-
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fleeted in the 700 pages of the novel. A
modern touch is given to the ancient setting by presenting the story of Jeremiah's
life and struggles through the eyes of one
Clayton Reeves, a writer, who accompanied
by a friend, Dorothy Cowell, visits the
temple ruins in Jerusalem. Clayton Reeves
fears an attack of epilepsy. It turns out to
be the minor form of the disease. In the
shame of causing Miss Cowell embarrassment he tries to rivet his whirling thoughts
to something connected with the immediate
present. He lifts up his arm to look at his
wrist watch. It is just 6:23 P.M. That is the
last he remembers. The life of Jeremiah
unfolds before him for 700 pages. He
comes back to consciousness still looking
at his watch. It is just 6:23 P.M. Reason:
Akasha says the author: something like "I
have seen that before." There are a few
other incidents in the novel that may strain
credulity somewhat. Nevertheless, the book
is recommended as an interesting experiment and a fascinating story of a great
soul. Jeremiah has much to say to our
world.-W. A. POEHLER

Well-lost Horizon
MASTER KUNG, THE STORY OF
CONFUCIUS. By Carl Crow. Harper
& Brothers, New York. 1938. 347

pages 6¾X9½. Price $3.50.
HIS reviewer has not seen a previous
work by the same author, Four Hrmdred Million Cmtomers, which introduced
Mr. Crow to the reading public as an
author who evidently can write entertainingly and still convey a certain amount of
new information about an old subject, such
as the people of China. In Master Kung he
had a subject which has the merit of
novelty since it cannot be assumed that
more than one American in a thousand is
able to write more than twenty words about
the life, the deeds, and the doctrines of
Confucius. If the work has, in spite of the
author's profound acquaintance with his
theme, failed to interest the reviewer, it is
neither the fault of reviewer nor of author,
but of Old Map Kung. We count exactly
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sixty-seven pages before we find a pencil
dom does not once occur in his writings.mark in the margin betokening an item
I think we have a right to trust Mr. Crow's
of interest. It is a reference to Kung's
research for this negative conclusion. The
early experiences as a government official.
most that can be claimed for the reforms
He had to check up on the produce of
of Confucius is in the social field . " Injusthe soil and of the herds, make sure of -tices in the collection of taxes were abolished, crime and punishments decreased,
an honest return on live stock and grain,
and the people of Lu enjoyed more of the
and collect the rents and taxes . "His exblessings of peace and prosperity than
perience brought him into personal and
their predecessors had enj oyed for many
intimate contact with the common people,
generations." In no case, however, was
gave him sympathy and understanding and
tpere ever any permanent beneficial restrengthened his half-formed resolution to
sult. Rapacity, cruelty, jealousy, and lust
achieve their happiness and bring about a
on the part of the rulers, and a spineless
return of the 'golden age' through a reindifferentism to the misery of their own
form of the government and a restoration
lot on the part of the people, rendered
of the ancient virtues of the people." This
impossible any establishment of a Utopia
practically is the summary of the life of
such as Master Kung dimly envisaged in
Confucius. He was a sage who, through
his acquaintance with the historians, phithe application of his policies. If in his
earlier years he hoped to accomplish relosophers, ritualists, and physicians, atform by means of his teachings, he saw
tained a rank higher than any man of his
to it in all his later efforts that he could
age, and us-ed this scholarship to intro"augment moral suasion with some well
duce better methods into the rule of the
buttressed and wisely exercised authority."
princes with whom he was associated in
his long and restless life. His plan was
HE sayings of their master were col"to reform the world by means of high
lected by his disciples into a book
ethical teachings." Time and again he
known as the Analects of Confucius, which
held governorships, introduced improveis the most important of the so-called Saments in administration, in the art of farmcred Books of China. Mr. Crow's judgment
ing and stock raising, and invariably saw
agrees with that of the reviewer that these
his tasks half completed, so that in his
Analects are always disappointing to the
old age he had to admit that a return of
reader on his firs t introduction to them,
the country to the golden age was no
for they appear to be but little more than
nearer than it had been when he was checka collection of disjointed commonplace .
ing up on the oxen and sheep.
T he reviewer would onl y add that, long
Confucius gathered about him a body
after his fi rst introduction to these sayof followers, and their association with
ings, they still appear to him to the nth
him bears a distinct resemblance to the
degree trite and commonplace, their study
fellowship between Jesus Christ and his
a torture of the mind.
di.iciples, but the resemblance is of the
The author places on record his transmost superficial kind only. While it is
lation of the Confucian general rule of
evident that the sincerity of his purcond uct similar to the Golden Rule, nameposes and the extent of h is learning
ly,
not unto others what you would
gained him the admiration of his group,
not have others do unto you ." We agree
there is no inkling throughout Maswi th Mr. Crow that the negative form of
ter Ktmg of that devotion which is so
the saying does not make it essentially
notable a feature in the relation of the
different from the well-known sentence
Apostles to their Lord . Kung was a rein the Sermon on the ount. It was deformer, and his field was political advoid of all spiritual meaning or power in
ministration. The idea of a spiritual king-
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the philosophy of Master Kung. Religion
was a subject he never discussed, and the
spiritual or supernatural is not alluded
to in his teachings.
Master Kung died about the year 478
B.C.

May we say that, although treating a
chapter from the history of an ancient
pagan people, the story told by Mr. Crow
is singularly free from the recital of atrocities and never dwells on the obscene. It
is illustrated with a large number of en•
gravings, all of them copies of pictures
depicting the !ife of the sage, which are
engraved on more than 100 stone tablets
in the great Confucian Temple at Chufu
(Zigzag Hill) in Shantung.

Unnecessary Realism
MY SON, MY SON! By Howard Spring.
.The Viking Press. 649 pages. $2.50.
OWARD SPRING is today one of the
best known and most influential literary critics in England. That he should
write a novel himself naturally would attract a great deal of attention, and his
book has been heralded far and wide in
England and America. Within two months
after publication it passed through five
printings, and is probably still going
strong.
Yet in spite of its popularity, in spite
of the fact that it is an excellent piece of
writing, and in spite of the author's high
ability vividly to portray both scenes and
characters, we confess that we laid the
book aside, after reading, with a mingled
feeling of disappointment and resentment.
Though there are certain features of the
book that captivate one, the story as a
whole does not satisfy.
We were disappointed, not merely because the author chose to weave into his
story several scenes that must offend the
sensibilities of every Christian reader, but
mainly because they were not at all necessary for the technical perfection of his
tale.
We were resentful because the author,
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in his effort to be realistic, ends his story
with a most tragic climax of death and
despair that leaves the reader sad and
shaken.
The same is true of the author's treatment of Maeve, O'Riorden's daughter. A
beautiful character in many respects, the
one around which the reader naturally
builds up a hope for finer things to come
-and Mr. Spring allows her also to come
to a tragic end, through suicide: a weak
and sordid solution of the crisis in her
!ife which could have been handled much
more satisfactorily.
As indicated by the title, the story has
its theme from King David's heart-rending
cry at the tragic death of his son Absalom.
Aside from the one feature that the story
concludes with a father's grief over the
untimely death of a wayward favorite
child after a long period of rebellion
against the parent, one looks in vain for
any parallels to the biblical story of David
and Absalom.
One thing is in favor of Howard
Spring's method: he writes objectively and
thus follows the tradition of the great
Victorian novelists; but, nevertheless,
neither Thackeray nor Dickens would have
permitted himself to be so starkly realistic. They were too great for that.
The leading characters of the book are
William Essex, whom the author permits
to tell the story, and his Irish friend, Dermot O'Riorden. Their paths cross in early
young manhood, and a fine friendship is
established that remains throughout the
story and ultimately includes their wives
and children. Essex, beginning with a
lowly origin, through the direction and
guidance of O'Riorden, coupled with a
marriage that puts him into money, becomes richer, as time passes, by manufacturing children's toys devised by the ingenuity of O'Riorden, who is his partner.
Essex later develops his gift of writing
and achieves wealth and fame as novelist
and playwright, and O'Riorden does likewise as furniture designer and interior
decorator.
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As time grows on and their children
grow up, there is a cordial relationship
between the two families that continues,
in spite of certain clashes of taste, temperament, and personal ambitions, through to
the end. Gradually Essex and his son
Oliver, largely due to the father 's foolish
pampering, are estranged. The fact that
father and son, after the death of Essex's
wife, fall in love with the same woman,
makes the break complete, until the denouement, when, because of murder, Oliver
is sent to his death on the gallows. The
meeting between the heart-broken father
and doomed son is one of the classical
parts of the book.
What Alfred Klausler, in the September CRESSET, said regarding the novels of
William Faulkner may justly be stated
here: "Is there artistic worth to such a picture ( of the world) ? One of the functions
of tragedy is to cleanse and ennoble the
spectator. It is doubtful whether Faulkner's novels serve that function. One is left
limp and exhausted, but hardly exalted."
So judged, Howard Spring's novel, with all
its brilliant writing, its final characterization, its keen insight into human nature, is
not a great piece of art.
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who wrote this account of his life and his
strange personality was one of his closest friends and has, since McIntyre's death,
successfully continued his column.
The life story of "O. O." is quite simple in outline. He was born in Plattsburg,
Missouri, 35 miles north of Kansas City.
When he was three years old, his mother
died of tuberculosis. After he had lived
for some time with his maternal grandparents, the boy was taken to Gallipolis,
Ohio, where he grew up in the kindly
care of his grandmother McIntyre. Going
to school was a nightmare to Odd. He
particularly loathed arithmetic, and as a
result he became an adept at the grand
old game of hookey. The meagerness of
his schooling revealed itself throughout
life in his spelling and in other ways. He
later confessed, "I have always regretted
my lack of a formal education. It bas
been one of the greatest handicaps of my
life." There were two little newspapers
in Gallipolis, and on one of them young
McIntyre obtained a position of a sort.
When his father, an innkeeper who had
small respect for newspapermen, heard of
this, he insisted that Odd join him and
be initiated into the mysteries of innkeeping. The son dutifully went to Plattsburg
and speedily disillusioned his father as to
Country Boy
his fitn ess for the paternal vocation. RueTHE LIFE OF 0. 0. McINTYRE. By
fully the father gave him twenty dollars
Charles B. Driscoll. The Greystone
and let him go. Odd promptly went back
Press, New York. 1938. 344 pages.
to newspaper work and, after many hard
$2.50.
and lean years, rose to success through
his column.
HEN Oscar Odd McIntyre died,
That McIntyre ever amounted to anyon February 13, 1938, at the age
thing was largely due to the wisdom and
of 54, his column, New York Day by
balance of the Gallipolis girl who became
D ay, was the most widely read literature
his wife, for he himself was possessed of _a
in America. It was being carried by 37 5
most remarkable collection of psychopathic
daily and 129 Sunday newspapers, with a
tendencies. Even at the height of his ~acombined circulation of nearly 22 million.
McIntyre's weekly income was approxi- reer he labored under a settled conviction of his own inferiority. If anyo_ne
mately 3,000. But with all this popucriticized his work, he fully agreed with
larity and success, "only a restricted circle
him, and that sincerely. Being ~lso . a
of intimate friends really knew anything
hypochrondriac, he would wake his wife
about the man and his way of life." That
once a month or so to announce that. he
was because McIntyre was all that his midwas about to die, though in his obsession
dle name stands for: he was odd. The man
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of impending death he had adopted Christian Science and was supposed to disbelieve
in the reality of death. "He didn't want
to believe in that death which was such
an ever-present ogre," writes his biographer
in keen analysis of the psychology of
Eddyism. There were other worries, phobias, and peculiar dreads. When prosperity
came his way, Odd purchased and laid
aside hundreds of shirts, suits, and pajamas which he never wore. He also
bought and furnished a house which he
never entered. His fear of becoming destitute some day was expressing itself.
Other fears that he harbored were those
of being in an open space or in a crowd,
of dropping dead on the street, of leaving the home-place, of being slapped on the
back, of having someone pick lint off his
coat. He chewed and smoked but constantly worried about the possible effects:
so for years he had a quid of tobacco in
one cheek and a piece of No-To-Bae in
the other.
To the onlooker these phobias may
appear ludicrous: to him they were malignant demons who poisoned his days. Because of them he shut himself off within
an ever narrower circle of friends who
loved him for other qualities that he had:
loyalty, unselfish generosity, trustfulness,
freedom from grudges, hatred, or spite.
Meanwhile his vast unseen audience was
attracted and held by the homely, hum;1.n,
kindly spirit of the daily articles which
he wrote slowly and with much effort.
People who are emotionally encumbered
should be heartened by the knowledge of
what he achieved in the face of great
difficulties.
The book is not all that it might be.
Driscoll employs as a writing device the
project of explruning to ambitious young
people how they may become Mclntyres.
On this wire he tries to string out the
biography. The choice is an unhappy one,
for the device does not work out well, and
it serves to disorganize and tangle up the
material. Also, in true journalistic style,
there is an obvious effort to give as many

people as possible a chance to see their
names in print. The record of entities
and non-entities who sent condolences,
for example, is spread over page after
page. That is very well in such an ephemeral publication as a newspaper, but it is
uncalled-for in a book for which the general public pays real money.

Book-of-a-Month
TIDES OF MONT ST. MICHEL. By
Roger Vercel. Translated from the
French by Warre Bradley Wells. Random House, New York, N.Y. 1938.
305 pages. $2.50.
HE Random House publishers declare
in their advertising blurb that this is
one of the finest novels they have ever
published. The Book-of-the-Month Club
made this novel its selection for September. It was written by Roger Vercel, author
of "Lena" and winner of the Goncourt
Prize in 1934.
The scene of the story is the famous
Abbey of Mont St. Michel, the "crowning glory of mediaeval architecture," built
on a mighty rock in the Atlantic Ocean,
off the coast of Brittany. At low tide the
causeway to the mainland of France is
passable; at high tide it is submerged, and
the Abbey becomes an island surrounded
by angry waters.
For more than ten centuries the Mont
has stood against the onslaughts of men
and nature. In recent decades it has become a favorite haunt of pilgrims and
tourists from all parts of the world. It
inspired Henry Adams to pen a classical
description of its architectural magnificence, rising wall on wall for 500 feet up
to the flaming bronze statue of St. Michael,
the archangel, which crowns the whole.
The story is built around Andre Brelet, a highly educated technician, and his
wife, Laura, a beautiful and pampered
Parisienne. Both husband and wife have
lost their fortunes in the depression. Andre
eventually gets the post of uniformed
guide at the Abbey, and is dependent on
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the tips of tourists. Laura, resentful of
their change in fortune and Andre's inability to obtain a more lucrative and distinguished post, refuses to adapt herself
to the new situation. The spell of St.
Michel begins to fascinate Andre. Laura
remains a surly and unwilling exile, narrow, crude, materialistic, abhorring the
mighty rock around which the tides swirl
across the sands twice a day, and despising the simple folk of the village. In the
test that finally comes Laura leaves her
husband for the pleasures of the world,
and Andre decides to remain on St. Michel.
Mr. Vercel writes well, and the translator has undoubtedly preserved the mood
and spirit of the author. Perhaps the best
account is an incident in which Andre,
who has gone fishing with several village
friends, is lost in a blinding fog in which
they are all but caught by the onrushing
waves of the incoming tide. We do not
consider it one of the finest novels we
have ever read.

The Larger Citizenship
HOW FARE AMERICAN YOUTH? A
Report to the American Youth Commission of the American Council on
Education. By Homer P. Rainey and
Others. D. Appleton-Century Company, New York. 1937. 186 pages.
$1.50.
HIRTY million Americans pass
through the mold of adolescence every
dozen years. Is the mold fashioned by
their elders adequate, does it fix ideals
and habits to help youth build a better
world? Here is a concise statement, based
on far-reaching investigation, to stimulate
educators, social workers, ministers, and
parents to some serious thinking on outmoded patterns offered youth in a day of
conflicting social doctrines.
More pupils are enrolled in American
secondary schools than in similar schools
of all other nations. While the curriculum
is to provide a common education for all,
however, it is still based upon the tra-
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ditional courses which were to prepare for
the professions. As a result, sixty per cent
of those attending our high schools have
not the intelligence quotient to meet the
requirements, particularly of the general
or classical course, which, because of its
prestige, still holds a preferred place,
though "appropriate in many of its elements only for pupils intending to enter
the learned professions."
That the system is not really educating
the average youth is seen, for example,
in their eventual employment. Not only
are one-third of all the unemployed between the ages of sixteen and twenty-four,
but almost fifty per cent of those employed
perform unskilled labor, a large percentage of the total at work holding jobs they
would not choose. The mental conflict of
preparing for an executive or professional
position, actually open to only two per cent
of the students, and then finding employment available only in the humbler occupations, often including the "dirty" work
once done by immigrants, may have a souring effect upon all of life's toil.
And so the American Y outh Commission submits a new deal for youth, a trai ning in our secondary schools for the
humbler occupations of life, a program for
a larger citizenship, one that will in tro•
duce the youth to our cultural heritages
- in language and li terature, in sculpture,
painting, music, and architecture-in fo lk
ways and philosophy and science. It must
include spiritual values also, and to avoid
the controversies of religion there should
be "wisely selected lessons in the life and
teachings of the great leaders of human
thought," includi ng those of all religions,
and from the fields of discovery, invention,
statesmanship, etc., which would "inspire
to achievements of the good life." But
here churchmen of many denominations
will protest, voicing the dangers to ~el_igious freedom with even the most ng1d
censorship : and does not the "achievement
of the good life" requi re more than noble
example? We may be the product of o~r
environment, but no two persons see their
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environment alike. We take from the lives
of others good or evil. As a man thinketh
in his heart, so is he.
Increased leisure, particularly among
youth, demands larger facilities for recreation, above all a trained leadership. Youth
complains that a place to drink in is usually easier to find than a place to play
games in, that movies are attended because
there is nothing else to do. In congested
areas 47 per cent of the young people
were found to attend twice a week, and
49 per cent once a week, though "talking pictures are generally agreed to be an
unsatisfactory form of recreation," being
passive activities and contributing in no
way to physical recreation. Where home
is stimulating and recreation varied, the
movies were attended infrequently.
But there are traces in this volume of
a New Deal (capitalized) for youth, when
it is suggested that the schools are the
best medium for training the young, while
at the same time it is admitted that the
schools are inadequate to meet the challenge without federal funds. And we wonder how far government will endeavor,
when it supplies the funds and the control, to reach into the lives of its citizens,
if as here stated the schools will train
youth for its vocation, marriage and home
life, recreation, health, and citizenship generally. How efficient may democracy be,
and how fast may it travel, without regimentation?
The author holds out no promise of a
new day for youth, but offers a wealth
of suggestions, and appeals to the schools,
the social agencies, the church, and all other
interested groups to "face unitedly thei1
common task," to fight the forces of suppression and greed, and to train for the
ideals of democracy and Christianity: freedom, brotherhood and service. He holds
that religion today is not "vital" enough,
afraid to make large demands on human
nature, preaching generalities. And we
wonder whether educators do not feel
called upon to assume more largely the
moral guidance of the youth because the

church has been too slow in training its
leaders and adjusting its program to meet
the challenge of youth today.
This book is in anticipation of a fiveyear study .financed by the American Council of Education, and is a comprehensive
but brief exposition of our social problems, including also chapters on rural and
Negro youth. It will be of great interest
to all seeking reliable information relating
to the welfare of children and young
people.-AuG. BRURM

Good Book
CHRISTIAN FAITH AND THE SCIENCE OF TO-DAY. By J. H. Morrison, M.A. Cokesbury Press, Nashville,
Tennessee. 228 pages. 53/4 x 8. $2.00.
O SAY that this is an age of scepticism is not news. But I wonder how
many of the religionists who deplore the
prevalence of doubt in modern thinking
stop to consider the blame which the
church must accept for this condition. For
more than fifty years, theology has in large
areas of Christendom sought to make peace
with science by surrender. Accepting the
claims of biologists and anthropologists as
the certain and final results of scientific
study, it gave up the Christian doctrine
of Creation and with it the doctrine of the
Fall and of Redemption. More recently
some scientists have unexpectedly, even
spectacularly, restored the ideas of God,
Creation, Freedom, and Spirit to their vocabulary. Many preachers have developed a
pitiful eagerness to accept any scientific
pronouncement which seems to support a
religious view of !ife. Long unaccustomed
to proclaim religious verities on the basis
of the teachings of the Old and ew Testaments, they now greedily snatch up the religious crumbs which fall from the scientist's table. When a friend first drew my
attention to Morrison's book, Christian
Faith and the Science of To-day, I felt little
inclination to be treated to another disquisition written for the comfort of
preachers who have forgotten or have never
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learned to say, "Thus saith the Lord!" and
who are now eager to take a few shots in
the arm out of bottles labeled "Planck's
Quantum," "Whitehead's Principle of Concretion," and "Heisenberg's Indeterminacy." Noting a chapter entitled Evolution,
I was still more reluctant to read the volume, expecting at best a rehash of arguments against Darwinism, offered for the
purpose of "disproving" evolutionism.
Then, too, some of the Cokesbury Press
"Good Books" had not been so very good
lately. To make a short story of my doubts
and misgivings, I will now depose that
Morrison's book is adequate in its treatment
both of science and of the Christian
faith. Of the new physics it speaks with
such comprehension as can be expected
of a student limited to undergraduate
mathematics, which means ninety-nine
per cent of all cultured people. The author's conception of Christian faith is adequate, at least for the present argument,
since it does not attempt to rationalize the
doctrine of man's fall, of the Incarnation,
and of the Atonement-although I do entertain some misgivings on this last point.
In order to give the reader a chance to
judge for himself, let me put down here
what Morrison says after quoting Isaiah
~3 : "In His infinite love, God takes upon
Himself the whole sin of the world. The
blameless One bears all the blame · the
sinless One is for us made sin. The iamb
of God is dumb before His shearers, not
answering back to those who revile Him,
but silently bearing all in the invincible
patience of His great love, with only a
prayer of forgiveness on His lips. All this
we take to be the supreme revelation of
the character of God and of His redeeming
activity in a sinful world." This is not
quite satisfactory, but when two pages
later the author says that "God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten
Son"-and adds, "This tremendous faith
we accept and wholly rely upon," we are
willing to grant him the benefit of the
doubt. In that case we would have in this
volume the fust modern instance of a
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British scholar ( the volume consists of lectures delivered in New College, Edinburgh, 1936) who from the standpoint of
orthodox Christianity discusses the attitude of modern science towards Christian
belief.

M

R. MORRISON urges with great
force the rationality of the universe
demanded by every scientist without exception, as proof for the statement that also
science is built upon faith, and quotes a
notable saying of Whitehead's, who traces
this principle of the uniformity of nature
and the consistency of all nature's ways to
Christianity. Morrison says: "The scientist
ordinarily prides himself on being a completely unbiased observer, absolutely detached from all dogma, ready if need be to
renounce any theory however cherished.
But at last there comes a point where he
abandons this attitude of impartiality, becomes fumly dogmatic, and holds on to something as absolutely vital. T hat something is
the rationality of the universe." With this
principle, he continues, Christian faith is
in full accord. To say that the world is a
realm of reason is only another way of
saying that it is a product of Reason, that
an infinite Mind has made it. " 'All things
work together'-there you have the activity
of reason constituting the world a cosmos.
'All things work together for good'-there
you have the activity of love bringing into
being the Kingdom of God."
There are fi.ne chapters treating the
place of paradox and of law in modern
science, the nature of miracles, of free will,
and of the future of the human race as
envisaged by science and by Christianity.
I was intrigued particularly by the
chapter on the infinities of space and the
relation of Copernicanism to the Christian
world view. For once we have the forthright statement that the "revolution in religious thought" which resulted from the
substitution of the Copernican for the
Ptolemean system, is pure fiction. The
Christian never found difficulty in adapting himself to the view that no longer
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treats the earth as at the center since "the
religious man never in any age conceived
himself as central in the gross sense here
supposed."
Morrison's Christian Faith and the Science of To-day is a Good Book of the
Cokesbury Press.

The Thinking Man
A PHILOSOPHY FOR A MODERN
MAN. By H. Levy. Alfred A. Knopf
(Borzoi Books), New York. 1938. 316
pages. $2.50.
HE author, who is professor of
Mathematics at the Imperial College
of Science and Technology in London, has
written several books previously on science
and society. Here he brings together his
convictions in various .fields, weaves them
into a philosophy of life, and then offers
that philosophy as an instrument of social
prediction and an incentive to social action.
In keeping with Prof. Levy's purpose,
the book falls into two parts: the presentation of his philosophy, and its application. Though the two are not kept
strictly separate, nearly three-fifths of the
volume deals with the philosophical
foundation. The basic feature of the universe, the author holds, is the fact of
change. All nature, including man, is
under its sway, and the laws of change
are throughout the same. Man, however,
because he has a mind, need not give
himself up blindly to the play of the
forces that act on him and shape him and
his destiny. He can become aware of the
influences and trends that affect his welfare; he can learn the laws of change and
see the inevitability of certain transformations in his affairs and gauge their direction; and then, as the result of such
knowledge, he can, at least measurably,
guide and facilitate the changes that must
take place.
What of change? Change is a modification of one or more qualities. Science
concerns itself with the study of the con-
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ditions that bring about given changes,
with their prediction, and with their reduction, as far as possible, to quantitative
terms. Several types of change take place,
the simplest of them being the mere "deepening" of a quality, as when, for instance,
the temperature of water rises when over
a .fire. When, however, this deepening of
quality reaches a stage at which one or
more old qualities vanish and new ones
appear in their stead, a transformation has
occurred, and the situation has entered
on a new phase. So it is when the temperature of the water has reached a point at
which the water turns into steam. Many
physical changes are reversible ( e.g., steam
being reduced again to water), or they
can be repeated under similar circumstances. It is to the study of such changes
that science has chiefly addressed itself.
There are, however, other changes, that
are irreversible and not repeatable because
their very occurrence so alters the original
conditions that these can never reappear.
Such are the historical changes that take
place in the life of individuals or of society. History can never repeat itselfno more than can time, which is of its
essence.
Can historical changes then be made
the subject of scientific prediction? Science
depends on uniformities: and how can
there be uniformity where every event is
unique? Many, scientists and others, hold
that · historical changes cannot be dealt
with by scientific methods. Levy takes issue with them. At the level of the individual, historical prediction is out of
question, but when individuals are grouped
together, statistical uniformity appears and
with it the ability to predict according to
the theory of probability. Such predictions
may become as accurate at the group level
as the predictions of physical science are
at the atomic, or individual, level. And the
laws of change, Prof. Levy asserts, are the
same at both levels.
What are these laws ? Every change
begins with some external inlluence (Q)
that acts on some internal quality ( q). This
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leads at first to a strengthening of q,
but if the process is continued long enough,
q is thrown out of harmony with its sister
qualities, sets up internal stresses, and
now becomes itself the causal factor that
ruptures the original situation and leads
to transformation into a new phase (T).
So, in the example given above: heat ( Q)
-molecular disturbance in water (q)steam (T). Or, in the breaking of a
stick: bending (Q)-stretching of fibers
(q)-breaking (T). Or, in a change of
conviction: new experience (Q)-internal
clash ( q)-change of conviction (T). The
application of this principle to social
theory occupies the rest of the book.
So far, then, the philosophical preparation. It has been reviewed only in bare
outline. Though the whole argument is
well-knit, the author is naturally at his best
when he speaks in his own field of
mathematics. He uses the term quality in
a rather disconcerting way-to cover also
relations, actions, even change itself
( which would make the change of a
quality become the quality of a quality).
Materialism is assumed. Mind is treated as
a quality of matter, without any concern
for the difficulties of such a position.
There is an extended discussion of causality, but in the end the author does not
round out his argument or fully commit
himself. One wonders why the philosophical argument, interesting as it is, goes into
great detail on points which have no
bearing, or at most a remote one, on the
real object of the volume. Quite a few
readers are likely to become bogged before
they arrive at the second part of the book,
in which the author undertakes to show
that a socialist economy is inevitably the
next phase in social development.
The argument proceeds as follows.
Man's first need is food, so that he may
survive. How he will be able to supply
that need, depends partly on the natural
resources of the region in which he lives
and partly on the tools which he makes to
exploit those resources. W ith that first
need provided for, man can give his atten-
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tion to the satisfaction of other needs,
wants, and desires, gradually increasing
the security of his life and its enjoyment.
Thereby the level of culture rises, and
society becomes more complex. The stage
of development reached in tools and in
technical skill at any given time is the main
factor that determines the character of society, since it sets the limits of man's
mastery over nature. There is, however, a
reciprocal influence. As man's tools improve, they make new natural resources
available to him, and these, in turn, enable
him to improve his tools still further and
again tap new resources, and so on. But as,
in this way, the external conditions of life
change ( Q) , stresses ( q) develop in the
inner structure of society because that
structure, built for the needs of an earlier
day, becomes less and less adapted to the
changing social environment. When these
stresses have become sufficiently strong, a
readjustment, a new phase in social development, becomes inevitable and appears
in fact.
O, W ITH the advance of technology,
the narrow economy of feudalism had
to give way to mercantilism, and that in
turn to industrialism. Most of the world is
today still capitalistic, but the inner
stresses in capitalism are reaching a stage
that presages its passing. The logic of the
situation is plain. Capitalism is organized
about the profit motive. The products of
industry are consumed in part by the
employees and in part by the employers.
What remains is the employer's surplus.
A portion of this he invests in capital
goods (machinery, materials) for fur~er
production. The rest is his pro~t, for wh1_ch
he must find a market if he 1s to realize
on it. The more production increases, the
less can the home market absorb the surplus· only ever-expanding foreign markets
can do so. As long as these can be found,
all is well. But through technological improvements and the industrialization of
more and more countries the time com
when there are more goods than can be
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sold in the world market. There is overproduction; employment falls; home consumption decreases; depression reigns.
Countries that are in most desperate need
may embark on imperialistic ventures
(Italy, Japan-Germany?).
Former depressions were short-lived,
for when the surplus was consumed or
new markets were developed, production
could start again. But now the world
markets are permanently glutted. Artificial
restrictions of production, such as crop
control, are temporary make-shifts. Governmental pump-priming cannot go on
indefinitely. State capitalism, or fascism,
is a hopeless effort to bolster up the outworn system. Destroying other industrial
nations through war may give a little
breathing space. But are not all these expedients mere prolongations of the death
agony of capitalism, mere efforts to avoid
the inevitable? Shall we not rather recognize that production for pro.fit is an
anachronism that must give place to production for use and, recognizing it, work
intelligently toward the end that the classless society of the socialist community may
be inaugurated as smoothly and expeditiously as possible?
One may not agree with Prof. Levy's
analysis, but one will do well to face it
and clarify one's own position toward it,
or toss blindly on the troubled waters of
our time. His materialism is regrettable,
but his argument does not essentially
depend on it.

Good Maps
HISTORICAL ATLAS OF THE HOLY
LAND. By Rand McNally and Company., Chicago. 1938. 46 pages. $1.00.
ANY good folk read the Bible without realizing that men and women
appearing on its pages were real men and
women in whose veins there flowed red
blood and in whose hearts joys and sorrows alternated, even as they do in ours.
The cities of the Bible often seem so far
away as to be quite unreal and we fail to
visualize them to ourselves as communities
in which the streets teemed with life and
in which barter and trade, labor and
leisure were the order of the day, even
as they are in our own times. Would
one bring Bible characters and Bible places
down to earth and relive in spirit the lives
of men like Abraham, Moses, David,
Paul, and others, then it will prove helpful
to get a clear picture of the places in which
they lived. Here a good Bible Atlas will
prove very helpful. The volume herewith
announced is such an Atlas. The forty-six
pages of maps presented are arranged in
chronological order. A number of small
maps which show some of the important
Bible cities, such as Jerusalem, Antioch,
Corinth, and the like constitute an interesting feature of this Atlas. The maps
are printed on a fine quality of paper and
are 9¼ by 11½ inches in size. The print
is clear and the binding durable. Students
of the Bible will find this a helpful Atlas.
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been set up and receive government
aid; labor has been given unusual advantages. But President Cardenas
faces enormous difficulties in his efforts. The peso has fallen and stands
at five to the dollar; industries are
badly off; it is rumored that the Bank
of Mexico is practically insolvent because of overdrafts by the government; there is much grumbling and
dissatisfaction. Cardenas, however,
will probably weather the crisis
through his great personal popularity
unless the U.S. should give the nod
to his opponents. In that case Mexico
might easily be like the horseman who
rode furiously off in all directions.
But that nod will probably never
come, for however badly our State
Department may feel about the oil
seizures, it does not want civil war in
Mexico.

The

OCTOBER
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list of important
articles in leading magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

Fortune
Mexico in Revolution

The Fortune Survey

The expropriation of foreign oil
properties by the Mexican government has attracted much attention. It
is, however, only an incident in a
far-reaching social revolution that is
in progress beyond the Rio Grande,
a revolution whose ultimate objective
~s to put the workers and peasants
m command of the nation's sources
of wealth and to turn the shoeless,
bedless, plague-ridden 70 per cent of
Mexico's 19,000,000 population into
a producer-consumer industrialized
community. Other steps in that direction have been taken. l and from the
large haciendas has been distributed
among peasants ; collectives have

The chief indications of this survey are: ( 1) Roosevelt, despite his unsuccessful purge efforts, is personally
more popular now than just before
his landslide vote in 1936; (2) the
most popular presidential advisers are
non- ew Dealers, Cordell Hull leading the list; (3) only a small majority of the people favors additional
government lending and spending,
the Southwest being most strongly in
favor of it and the orthwest Plains
most strongly opposed ; ( 4) the la
Follette
ational Progressi e Party
has made practically no impression
on the public as yet.
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Forum
What's Wrong with the
Y.M.C.A.?
By

]AMES

V.

TAYLOR

The author, a Y secretary, feels
that much is wrong with the Y. With
its membership of 2,000,000, its
property holdings of $230,000,000,
and its annual budget of nearly
$40,000,000, it has gone high-hat on
American youth. Under policies set
by boards of directors made up of
"successful" men, the Y "has degenerated into a typical big business run
from the top." It is largely supported
by public charity, but its chief preoccupation is to sell various services
to those who can pay for them. "One
is hard put to it to think of a
single essential service which the 'Y'
now extends to bewildered or underprivileged youth." Mr. Taylor offers
various suggestions toward a reorientation and reformation.-Years
of close contact with the Y move us
to subscribe heartily to this indictment. We could even add a count
or two, one of them being that the
C in the name is a sham because the
shallow moralism that is retailed in
most of the Y's is not Christian, if,
indeed, it is religious at all.

The Smiths are Building a
Home
By

MARC A. ROSE

400,000 new dwellings are going

up this year, half of them costing
less than 5000, including garage and

lot. Back of this sudden upturn in
building is the Federal Housing Administration ( not to be confused
with the Housing Authority or the
HOLC). The FHA is simply an insurance corporation which guarantees banks, etc., against loss of principal on loans which it approves.
Mortgages may run as high as 90
per cent, and repayment may be
spread over as much as 25 years. Five
per cent interest is the maximum
permitted. By reducing the cost of
.financing, by inspecting material and
workmanship, and by furnishing expert advice, the FHA is said to make
it possible for small-income families
to buy better homes for considerably
less money.

Should We Have Universal
Fingerprinting? ( A Debate}
yes-LEWIS

A.

VALENTINE

It will aid in the suppression of
crime, will reduce misrepresentation,
fraud, income-tax evasion, illegal
voting, and illegal entry into the
country, will frustrate spies and
saboteurs in wartime, will lead to the
identification of missing persons, of
unknown dead, and of victims of
amnesia and aphasia, and will enable
anyone to establish his identity beyond doubt.
No-MORRIS

L.

ERNST

The benefits to be derived are
small and the dangers involved great.
Missing persons who want to remain
missing should be permitted to do
so. Catching criminals is less irnpor-
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tant than removing causes of crime,
and is easier than convicting them.
Amnesia victims are few in number.
To make the system work, people
would have to be fingerprinted again
and again. This would constitute an
infringement of personal liberty, and
the way would be opened to various
kinds of discrimination and oppression.

American Mercury
The Mass-Man Takes Over
By

RALPH ADAMS CRAM

The noted architect and medievalist
again lets go the sharp barbs of his wit
and reason against his pet aversionthe mass-man and the ruin he has
brought to our civilization. He encounters little difficulty in building the
supports for his thesis that the Neolithic type of man has taken full control of the world's destiny. To avoid
catastrophe society must, so he argues,
be conditioned by the Jeffersonian
principles of "birth, worth, and talents.'' This reconditioning will not be
accomplished by formal political action, "but it might help a little if we
could get rid of the 'one man, one
vote' superstition ... and find some
workable substitute for political parliamentary government that the true
principles of Democracy, misunderstood and misapplied, have rendered
both futile and destructive." Although
the article adds nothing new to his
thought, it nevertheless is a readable
summary of what Mr. Cram has been
writing on this subject for many years.
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The American Civil Liberties
Union
By H. l.

MENCKEN

This article together with a letter
from the ACLU and a letter of Mr.
Varney who in the December Mercury
described this organization as "Liberalism a la Moscow," present interesting material for an appraisal of this
much-discussed Union and its real
purpose. As an arbiter in the controversy between the Mercury and the
ACLU, Mr. Mencken claims to have
studied all the pertinent documents.
Accordingly, he concludes that all the
allegations of Mr. Varney are not
supported by the record and that, on
the other hand, there is some justification for challenging the impartiality
of the ACLU "in any case or class of
cases." The only avowed purpose of
the ACLU is to guarantee the rights
under the First Amendment and,
therefore, so Mr. Mencken argues, it
does not come into court "arguing
that the Marxian gospel is true: it
simply argues that the persons who
subscribe to it have the right to preach
it." He also contends that the participation of officials of the ACLU in
partisan controversy has thrown justifiable doubt upon the impartiality of
the organization itself. The right of
free speech is essential for the maintenance of liberty and our form of
government. It is our best protection
against the loss of freedom whether
by Fascism or Communism. It is unfortunate, however, that those ho are
now defending this right are so often
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identified with the forces which, if in
control, would be the first to deny it
to the opposition of a minority.

Scribner's
Westbrook Pegler
By

MILTON MACKAYE

Ex-sportswriter becomes conductor
of brains-page column which appears
in 110 newspapers with a combined
circulation of circa 6,000,000, bringing him an income of approximately
$65,000 annually. Born into the newspaper business, J. W. Pegler (first
name James) had aspirations to become a cartoonist, but was advised by
Tad Dorgan to be a reporter. After
the usual apprenticeship, he served as
war correspondent, and then decided
to turn to sportswriting. Though his
knowledge of sports was never encyclopedic, he wrote interesting stories
about personalities and soon had his
stuff syndicated. It was Floyd Gibbons
who counselled him to use his "Pullman-car" middle name to help sell his
writings. Roy Howard of Scripps saw
his possibilities and moved him from
the sports-page to the brains-page.
Pegler's writing habits are very exacting. "Those crisp and easy-reading
sentences that seem to have been
dashed off at white-hot speed actually
are produced with the utmost sweat
and toil. It often takes him as long as
six hours to produce a column of 600
to 900 words. . . . He tears every
phrase apart; he polishes, cuts, edits,
starts over again." As slowly as a
silk-worm, he spins his "literature."

I Quit Smoking
By ]. C.

FURNAS

The case history of a swear-off.
The author succeeded in an iron-dad
six-month swear-off from tobacco. He
had such a tough time of it that he
became inquisitive about the experience of others who tried to quit
smoking, and sent a questionnaire to
a large list of hand-picked celebrities.
He discovered a national complex in
the matter of smoking and swearing
off. He found that some few just lost
the desire to smoke. Others had a
more difficult time and used various
devices to bolster up their will power.
The author himself bet a larger
amount of money then he could afford
to lose in order to make his resolution stick. Some try tapering off, but
that is as painful as cutting off a dog's
tail inch by inch. Others chew gum
when the craving becomes too strong.
Still others chew candied ginger, rubber bands, peanuts, raisins, etc. After
winning his bet the author started
smoking again at once.

Corrigan
Don Herold examines Douglas Corrigan, briefly, claiming that he has set
aviation ahead 100 years by bringing
to aviation a sense of humor. He also
cracked the importance of getting to
California when you start that way,
and the pomposity of government red
tape.
Quote: "For glorious playfulness
and epic boyishness and conquering
charm in a field in which hushed
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heroics and mock modesty have been
so often prevalent, Douglas Corrigan
takes the cake."

Harper's
Cardenas of Mexico
By

HUBERT HERRING

There is much of value in this
characterization of the president of
Mexico and in the exposition of his
objectives and policies. Particularly
illuminating is the discussion of the
expropriation act which Cardenas
signed some months ago to cause
much concern and anxiety to the oil
companies and also some worry to
the American and British governments. It is the contention of the
author that an attitude of friendliness
toward Cardenas would be the wiser
policy for our government to adopt.
Such a policy would bring no redeemable loss to our government and
would also counteract the efforts of
both Communism and Fascism to gain
a strangle-hold on Mexico. "So Cardenas offers a hard choice to Roosevelt and Hull. They can take him, and
like him, and co-operate with him so
that his regime may flourish. Then we
might have a democratic neighbor.
Or they can scold him, hound him,
and perhaps break him. And then
perhaps Mexico will have another
kind of president, not so democratic."
Altogether the article is a valuable
contribution to an understanding of
Mexico to-day.
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Toward a New Design for
Education
By

GOVE HAMBIDGE

This analysis of the report of the
Carnegie Foundation, which for ten
years investigated the colleges and
high schools of Pennsylvania, is
another sharp criticism of higher education in America to-day. The purpose
of the study undertaken at the request
of the Association of Pennsylvania
College Presidents and the State Department of Public Instruction was to
ascertain what the student "gets out
of secondary and higher education as
they are run at present." The results,
it is claimed, "constitute the most
significant and powerful criticism yet
made of mass education, which is
based on a conventional system of
units and credits, which in turn are
deeply rooted in a traditional administrative set-up." These results point
toward the need for a fundamental
revision of educational methods, involving a thorough shift in emphasis
from the mass to the individual. The
new design would make the individual
and not a curriculum of immutable
units the important thing in higher
education. Such a design, however,
must presuppose a qualitative selection of students far different from
that which is the common practice
today. Anyone interested in trends
in modern education will ekome
this discussion of an evident problem.

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
The Motion Picture
Sm:
The question, "Shall the cinema be
reviewed in THE CRESSET ?" has given rise
to an editorial dilemma and other qualms.
The difficulties can be surmised and in
some respects have tenable grounds. "The
movies" are a moot topic in church circles, although the field itself has frequently
come in for mention in the periodicals of
the church, generally in a critical way, the
most notable contribution being a series
of articles in the Lutheran Witness by
Editor Theodore Graebner. However, a
specific review of motion pictures, with
comments on favorable features, has not
been attempted.
To undertake a comprehensive survey
of the cinema productions which monthly
glut the screen, with the customary systems of check and double check and
awarding of constellations, would be unwieldy, hazardous, and uncalled for. On
the other hand, there is a widespread want
for reliable posting on this popular,
though sometimes iniquitous, form of
camera art and an occasional article, or a
column, "Comments on the Cinema,"
would be opportune and well taken, if
well-handled. As to the last, the personnel of THE CRESSET's staff offers capable

qualifications. Any cine-critique would
have the well-rounded consultation of an
editor who has already evidenced care,
tact, and good taste, an informed columnist
who has been active and effective in campaigns for decency, and associates of ability
in music, art, drama, and literature.
What is the case against the cinema?
It cannot be the vehicle itself, which rates
alongside other inventions of education
and entertainment, such as the printingpress, the still camera, the phonograph, and
the radio. The church itself has been served
by it and has made use of it in illustrating
its activities and furthering education.
"Freedom," the German production, featuring Luther and the Reformation, gives
an example of this, as do also several
recent synodical films.
The place of exhibition is sometimes
identified with the objection. But this is
because of its association with undesirable
features. That the place itself is not the
raison d'etre of the objection is apparent
when the undesirable association is detached, as in the case of concerts, travelogues, and Lenten services.
The objection finally rests with the nature of the matter presented, the profanity indecencies, social distortions, and
criminal glorification, against which church
and civic organizations have waged campaigns. This is one phase of the cinema
which offers fagots for the Cresset fire.
It could lend a well-groomed critical boot
in the attack on the sins of the cinema
( without publicity to titles. Let the people apply it where the toe fits .)
A second objective, in line with this,
would be to discourage indiscriminate indulgence of cinema fare and promote a
selective and guarded attitude towards motion picture entertainment. It is quite common among people, when bored or seeking
diversion, to say "Let's go to a show,"
regardless of what is being shown. And
what is worse, they will send children
off to the movies not even bothering to
see what the attraction is for the day.
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In this lies the real problem of the
cinema question. The fact is people are
going to the pictures and the problem
is they are not on the alert and showing
much judgment when they go. THE CRESSET, which gives light on books, music,
and art, might weU offer illumination
in this fog surrounding the world's most
far-reaching diversion by dusting people's
minds on the principles of good taste and
decorum, sharpening their selective sense,
developing critical awareness of moral
lapses, fostering an emotional standoffishness when misplaced sympathies are
aroused, and inspiring a determined absence from unworthy productions.
Criticism, to be fair, entails a consideration of what is worthy. To ventilate
a room of its bad air without admitting
the good creates a vacuum. The object
of criticism is, or should be, to effect
improvement in the matter which is
criticized. If its aim is always and only to
strike at dirt, without being constructive,
it loses face and invites, in the place
swept, seven other devils.
That past campaigns of criticism have
brought about improvement in the cinema
is noticeable. Even a brand of picture
which has been a gross offender, on the
score of obscene dialogue and suggestion,
tries to regain favor by sporting in a
fuU-page advertisement several reviews,
two of which carry these comments:
"Not a single off-color line or situation, scrupulously clean . . . avoiding the
elements in-(a previous release)-which
might be censorable today."
In this particular case one does not
credit the blurb with overmuch sincerity. It
is probably a sop to former indignation.
But it does reveal that producers are taking
notice. For that matter, popular modern
fiction and stage plays are by far worse
offenders than the cinema and contain sex
detail, filth, and profanity = hich the
movies would not dare portray, a state
of contrast which shows the beneficial
influence of decency crusades on motion
pictures. In fact, it is left to the movies
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to purge the novels. An illustration in
point is the cinema version of "Arrowsmith" which thoroughly and wholesomely
purges the Sinclair Lewis story of its
mushy interludes.
A survey of cinema productions of
recent years reveals an unmistakable trend
towards improvement, particularly in bringing to the screen noteworthy novels, great
historic epochs, the better music, and
stories .of wholesome appeal. Outstanding
examples of this are "Wells Fargo,"
"Heidi," "David Copperfield," "Tale of
Two Cities," "The Country Doctor," "Captains Courageous," "The Good Earth,"
"Little Women," "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
"Life of Louis Pasteur," "The Prince and
the Pauper." Incidentally, the above have
been box-office successes, refuting the claim
that decency does not pay.
Capable criticism of undesirable features has proven its purgative value and
constructive comments help to get a hearing and to balance the producers' estimate
of what the public wants.
H. RlscHE
Dunsmuir, California
[ Cautiously, but surely, the editors are
approaching the motion picture problem.
One of our major articles in the near
future will be devoted to the subject.-Eo.]

Voice from the Cave
Sm:
What are these noises I hear from
Low-Brow, Hopeless Low-Brow, and
Another Low-Brow about the "high-brow"
character of THE CRESSET? For three
months issues of the magazine have come
down my way, and because of the letters
which (unfortunately) I read first, I felt
little encouragement to read the rest of the
magazine. Equinoctial rains have cut off
communication with the upper orld, and
I have been forced to read old magazine .
There were old Saturday Evening Pos11,
and out of these I gained two expressions
of Wodehouse which cheered me mightily
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in the glooms of my domicile. One was
his comparison of a mustache of one of
his characters, to "the faint discolored
smear left by a squashed black beetle on
the side of a kitchen sink." I thought this
was good. At least it appeals to my mood.
The other is a description of a man appearing in a door-way: "He stood looking
as if he had been stuffed by some good
taxidermist." Aside from these two gems I
found nothing in a large stack of magazines, and for lack of anything else to do,
I read the back numbers of THE CRESSET.
I wonder what ails "Low-Brow''? Here
is the August issue of THE CRESSET, and
I find not a word or phrase in the editorial
section which the person in middle high
school years would not understand. I
note that when the editors have a good
word they wish to spring on the reader
they are careful to follow it up with the
same idea in "low-brow" talk. The contributed articles are addressed to the same
group--! was not compelled to read a
paragraph twice. The Pilgrim first scared
me with some headlines, and I did find
some poetry that went down hard. But
anyone who will not get the meaning of
these paragraphs would hardly get the
meaning of the editorials in the Chicago
Daily News. In the Alembic I found a
silly line of poetry:
Where the quiet-colored end of evening
smiles
Miles and miles,-*
and I thought some of the description of
the Ozarks was laid on with a trowel; but
aside from "clairvoyance" there was no
word I didn't understand. Music I skipped,
because I don't know what it means; and
I didn't read all the book reviews. Those
I did read had some hard passages. I
studied these and came to the conclusion
that not the reviewer, but the author of the
book was talking high-brow, and I felt
rather complimented in being introduced to
* The lines are from Robert Browning's Love Among The Ruins.-ED.

people like Guedalla, Pearl Buck, and
others in that class.
The hardest thing in the August issue
was the two-page letter of A Hopeless
Low-Brow, who talks about "coaxing
lilts," "Buffalonians," "self-assertion," and
the whole crazy paragraph about feathers.
If he came down this way, I might find
the shin-bone of a cave bear I have lately
pickled, and test the thickness of his skull
in return for having scared me off some
good reading.
NEANDERTHALER
Carlsbad, N.M.

From the Campus
SIR:

A too hasty, but reasonably careful,
examination of a few issues of THE CRES·
SET makes me feel that I should like to
spend time with each of them. I wondered
at first as I looked them over whether they
might not be trying pretty much to do a
thing that other magazines already are
doing well, and that other magazines may
be in a position to do very much better
than THE CRESSET, assuming that its facilities and finances are limited, can hope to
do. I don't know the answer to that one
yet. But even if the answer is yes, THE
CRESSET seems to me to be an interesting
magazine, one worth the reading time of
any thinking man ( and that means that
it would take more than his reading time,
for it would make him think).
I read the statement of purpose in the
first issue with some interest, and kept on
the lookout for evidence of its influence
as I went through the others. Fortunately
I found that no issue was offensively purposeful; which may very well mean that
it is achieving its purpose in the most
effective way-quietly, subtly, by suggestion. It seems to me humorful, sympathetic,
tolerant.
MITCHELL

V.

CHARNLEY

Department of Journalism
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Against Men
Sm:
As one of the "sisters" who "gathered
around" your Fashion-ls-Spinach-Reviewer
(sounds like Dr. Graebner's Chief-Snowon-the-Nose, minus the hearse, squaw
and six kids), could I be so bold as to
ask a couple of questions?
First of all, Mr. Editor, open your
collar, loosen your tie and put your feet
on the desk so that we can immediately
attain the easy informality of Liz and
Lambie-Pie (after reading his review I
feel I know him well enough to call him
that).
Anyone with half an eye can see
Lambie spent years studying women's
fashions. Do you suppose, in his research,
he ran across any information regarding
men's fashions? (He must know something
about the subject even though his wife
does pick out his clothes.)
Mr. Editor, please ask him why, in
even the hottest of weather, men wear a
stiff, starched collar, buttoned tightly
around the neck so that the adam's apple
has to fight for its rightful position.
And why must one of those narrow
pieces of cloth, peculiar in shade and hue
( which reaches its zenith at Christmas
time) be wrapped around the collar,
looped, tied, patted, and then jerked into
a tight knot so that each victim has only
a fifty-fifty chance of escaping strangulation? ( Of course, Mr. Editor, if the "LowBrow" in one of his lucid moments organizes his two groups, "The Silent Soup
Sippers" and "The Sibilant Soup Siphoners," I realize this particular piece of
clothing then becomes a "must" in the
wardrobe of each and every member. In
such cases, however, may I suggest the
long, flowing artist tie.)
And, please, will you also ask Lambie
why those stomach-warmers, called vests,
were ever invented? Could it be to show
off the narrow waistline of the average
man?
And the two tubes of cloth with creases
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down the center and cuffs at the end
called trousers--were they made for com~
fort and beauty? {Delete the foregoing
sentence; since going to the beach Sunday
the long trousers have my hearty approval.)
In closing, Mr. Editor, may I quote
Lambie: "Why do they do it? Well, they
have to keep up with the fashions, you
know. Why? Because everybody does. Why
does everybody? Well, they just do."
(Hasn't Lambie the cutest way of writing;
I'm just crazy about him.) "No matter
how silly or ugly or uncomfortable the
fashions may be? Yes. And yet American
( wo) men are supposed to be independent
and sensible."
Ho hum!
SILLY CYNIC

Chicago, Illinois

A Plug
Sm:

In THE CRESSET ( across which I have
had the good fortune to run recently) you
have started a magazine that plugs up a
bad hole in the line of Lutheran periodicals. You have a fresh magazine, one that
dances along instead of lumbering heavily.
That it is edited with an eye to literary
quality and excellence is evident. In brief,
you have struck a bull's eye.
Your various departments in the magazine, including art and book reviews, are
refreshing. Until your magazine came alon
I was under the unhappy impression that a
Lutheran had no time or permission to
clutter his mind with art and literature.
And lo, you come along and review these
things.
With regard to your fiction I have two
suggestions to make; to wit: either publish
humorous stories; or lay off. Tragic, realistic plots and subjects (around which
many good stories are built) probably
would not be suited to the policy of your
magazine. The only other recourse ~s
humor-or nothing. My idea, you ee, 1
this: The kind of reader that enjoys the
mature writing in your non-fiction depart-
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ments will recoil in turn from anything
that is not up to that standard in your
fiction.
Yours for a magazine that sticks with
facts and presents them clearly and effectively.
T. H. HARTMAN
Co. 4726 CCC
Presho, South Dakota

Southern Speech
Sm:

If your pontifical critic of our precise
and rhythmic "you all" ever saw the
South, he obviously tarried with the isolated and illiterate hillbillies in one of
our forgotten Republican counties. On
second thought, his powers of observation
may have been utterly darkened by the
charm and manners of our alluring daughters of the Confederacy. Or perhaps his
auditory apparatus, if not permanently impaired, may have suffered an acute, transitory derangement indubitably induced by
accumulations of secreted native wax and
imported Northern dust which he was too
lazy to remove {he accuses us of "Mundfaulheit") en route to our sanctum of
exact English.
In all charity, however, I shall assume
that the gentleman based his faulty observations on a Southern scene which was
created in remote Hollywood, presented
in a dingy double-feature playhouse
through a distorting amplifier, and viewed
in sight of an approving and buxom aunt
Jemina from the eleventh row in the
second balcony.
Which is to say, your associate editor
manifested his profound ignorance of the
mode of speech in vogue in the South
in his "you all" article contributed to the
September issue of THE CRESSET.
Literate Southerners never say "yawl"
as averred by your associate on the staff.
They express themselves with a rotund,
euphonious and cordial "y' all." There is
a patent difference.
Literate Southerners are neither bleary

of eye nor unintelligent. Oculis subjecta
fidelibus they distinguish well between the
singular and plural number. Very properly
they designate three as a crowd and use
"you all" only with reference to three or
more persons.
When "you all" is addressed to a single
individual, it is used in an inclusive sense
and is really addressed through this one
person to the members of his family, his
church or his neighborhood, as the case
may be.
Nor does a problem exist in this region
anent the dual number. With specific
accuracy the Southerner addresses his remarks to "you two," "the two of you,"
or "both of you," when only two persons
are involved.
The literate Southerner's established
mode of speech requires no apology. It
is deserving of national adoption. And
yet, I shall not initiate a campaign for
a reformation of the Northern grammar.
You Northerners might retaliate with a
campaign for boiled chicken. And from
that, dear editor, deliver us.
REUBEN W. HAHN
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Thank You
Sm:
Although I have read avidly almost
every article in every issue of THE CRESSET, this is the first time that I have
attempted to congratulate you on this
splendid publication.
Your article on "Communism" showed
the honest, straightforward, objective manner in which the magazine is written.
Even the most biased individual must admit the fairness of this analysis.
I like especially well the makeup and
departments of the magazine. The book
reviews I have found especially frank and
complete; I use them almost exclusively
for a guide to my reading.
LYLE F. YERGES
Madison, Wisconsin
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Our Reviews
Sm.:
Last summer I tried out the book
review section of THE CRESSET, and as far
as I am concerned, it stood the test. Among
the vacation books available at our public
library I chose a number, all of a different
type, because what your reviewers had
said had whetted my appetite for them.
Not one of the books was a disappointment. Nor did any of the reviewers let
me down. I really got what they had led
be to expect.
May I however register a slight grievance? It has to do with some conclusions
and with facts. Shouldn't the former
always rest firmly on the latter no matter
how great the reviewer's enthusiasm for a
cause or what his bent of mind? A mild
case in point. There are others more striking. In his to me otherwise satisfactory
review of Eugene Lyons' A ssignment in
Uto pia the reviewer suggests the possibility of a change in the author's attitude
toward God based partially on the fact that
he "has not a single sentence derogatory
of religion." But Lyons says on page 237
of his book, "Turn if you prefer to the
Hebrew Prophets cursing their people
with sadistic curses because they do not
accept the ways of the Lord of Hosts."
On page 203 he speaks of "the Biblical
legend" that "tells of the divine anger
that flooded that world with death" and
adds, "Most tribes and religions have
similar fables."
And while we are speaking about facts,
the repeated insistence of the reviewer of
Young Henry of Navarre that it was
Charles IX that was mortally stabbed by a
mad Jacobin monk was an added inducement to me to read that historical novel
to find out, whether it was the author
or the reviewer that had substituted Charles
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IX for his brother Henry III. It was the
reviewer.
:
These are comparatively small defects'
that can creep in anywhere and that can
also be eliminated. Your book review •
section continues to be the backbone of
your magazine.
ARNOLD

H.

GRUMM

Fargo, North Dakota
[A reproving look for the two reviewers
who slipped. They have already reformed.
-Eo.]

Note from the Nadir
Sm.:
The first announcements of THE
CRESSET that was to appear, roused me,
but didn't get the motor to spin. The first
number, lent me by a friend, did. And
the motor keeps on spinning. Keep on
sending the fuel !
The non-agreement of viewpoints on
the part of the editors is a consummation,
in non-religious questions, that I had been
wishing for these last decades.
Especially interesting, to me at the
end of the known world, are the musical
comments, possibly because they give me
a chance to feel that with the swing of
the pendulum I still am not a hopeles ly
back number, but principally becau e they
furnish a goodly portion of the wherewith
to keep me from becoming a back number.
Reviewing records used to be one of my
most fanatical hobbies before the days of
orthophonic recording. Only I wi h
r.
Hansen wouldn't forget single records,
because: 1. Beginners in music get much
more out of a single record ; 2 There are
still some people that can't afford an album a month, and they, too, need advice.
ALBERT LEHENBAUER

Crespo, E. R. Argentina

Contributors=-- Problems= Final Notes

THE difficulties inherent in deadlines and publication dates have
never become more evident than during the past six weeks. World changes
come with such speed
that notes and comment must be written
and rewritten again
and again. In the
next issue of THE
CRESSET several of
our correspondents
who know the European situation from
close observation will
present further notes
on the present status
of things in the
Western world. In
the long view, the
most significant factor in the recent
series of crises has been the immediate awareness of the entire world. It
is estimated that the major networks
in America devoted 4000 hours of
broadcasting time to news-casts from
and about Europe. Millions heard
Hitler shout and Chamberlain plead.
The total effect of this new development in international relations remains to be measured.

reviewed in respectable journals. A
vast majority of American citizens are
not even aware of them. By comparing them with Zola's notorious Nana
our contributor sets
the problem squarely. Augustus Laurens
is an instructor at an
American educational institution.

The

Editor~s

How does a preacher in the great Northwest live through the
winter? What does
he think about as the
blizzards lock him in
his study and the elements take charge?
We are certain that
our readers will be deeply interested
in E. Schaller's graphic answer. Mr.
Schaller is pastor of the Lutheran
Church at Clear Lake, South Dakota.
He aroused widespread attention several years ago with his vivid portrayal
of the stricken areas in the Northwest.

Lamp

Our major articles this month have
the quality of timeliness. Every
thoughtful person has been disturbed
by the rising flood of filth purveyed
by the .fiction shelves of news-stands
and drugstores. These books are never

Our guest reviewer this month is
W. A. Poehler (Hearken Unto the
Voice), pastor, Bethlehem Lutheran
Church, at Morristown, Minnesota.
The managing editor has permitted
us to see the valuable suggestions offered by our readers at the end of the
first year of publication. They will be
discussed in future issues.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I.

In "Notes and Comment" the editors will co.ctinue their
brief comments on the world of public affairs and modern
thought.

II.

Major articles during the coming months will include:
ON HUMAN VIRTUES

NETSUKES

THE MOTION PICTURE

PAROLE AND PROBATION

III. In future issues the editors will review, among many
others, the following books:
DOROTHY THOMPSON'S POLITICAL GUIDE .. . Dorothy

Thompson

YoUTH TELL THEIR STORY ..••...........•. Howard
TRIUMPH OVER PAIN ..•...•.•....•...... • Rene
THE WALL •••••••..•...•........ .... Mary

M. Belt

Fulop-Miller

Roberts Rinehart

ORIGINS OF THE GOSPEL .•••••••........•.• • Floyd

V. Filson

ARMAGEDDON •••.••....•.•... ....••.•.••. Eleanor
EMOTION AND THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS ..... • Daniel

DeForest

A. Preuoll

SAILOR ON HORSEBACK .•.•......... .......••.. Irving
Tms

Stone

MAN LAGUARDIA . . Capt. Burr Leyson and Lowell limp111

THE MAR.CH OF LITERATURE •. .........••.. Ford
WITH MALICE TOWARD Sorn ......•••.•.•••

Madox Ford

fargaret Halsey

rrBlessed are the merciful"
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